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THE EIGHTH CENTURY PROPHETS IN THE 
LIGHT OF CONTEMPORARY HISTORY 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Knowledge of History Essential to the Under-
standing of Prophet i c Teachings $ 
1 
1 . Source of 
material . 
To understand the eighth century proJ!Ih-
ets it is necessary to have some know-
ledge of history, especially of contemporary history. Not 
onl y conditions. in Israel~ but. the part that other nat i ons 
had played in the past. and was pl aying . . in the eighth cen-
tury had a great influence upon the work of the prophe t s 
and their attitude toward Israel and the world. 
At the time of the ancient empires of Egypt, 
Bs.bylonia and Assyr i a there was little interest in pre-
serving the annals of the past and keeping records of the 
race and its accomplishments. Hence little was known of 
these ancient people. In the. eighteenth century inter-
ested men began to make investigations. Such investiga-
t i ons have continued, . and excavations have deve l oped unti l 
many new things have been discovered and new light has been 
revealed concerning these empires and their k i ngs. 
Arche.ology and inscripti.ons are· the chief s ource 
of knowledge, outside of t he Old Testament, concerning these 
• 
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civilizations.. After the ninth century B.C. historical 
sources became more abundant. As.syria was .the supreme em-
pire during the eight( century, and . .the As.ayrian kings left-
a number of inscriptions .des,cribing . their actLvitie.s., par-
ti.cularly their c.onquests. These are the primary sources 
of Assyrian .. history, and s.econd. t .o these sources are the 
Old Testament history and . prophecy. These, with the cuni-
form. writings, o£ the Babylonians, furnish sources from 
which some knowledge of the historical background may be 
obtained. 
2. Isra.el and the Geographicallty Palestine was practi- _ 
surrounding 
nations . cally the. center of the world in Old 
Testament times. Palestine was surrounded by the great 
empires of the ancient world. In . the past the po.li.tical, 
social, moral and religious environment of the Hebrews has 
been somewhat . ignored. Consequently the Hebrews have not 
been rightly unders.tood. In such a . loca.tion Palestine 
could not help but be more or less influenced by the neigh-
boring civilizations. Moreo-ver, Palestine was a gateway 
between the east. and the west,_ through which ran the trade 
routes between Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria. 
The Heb.rews b.elonged to the Semi tic race which 
made .up a large part of the Babylonianpopulation. There-
sult. of the early contact with Babylonia, Paleatine could 
not escape a las.ting influence of Babylonian ideas~ customs 
views-- of life and religious practices. The Egyptians had 
invaded Palestine, a.nd the Hebrews had sojourned in Egypt 
over a period of years. Thus Palestine also could not es-
3 
cape Egyptian influences. Outwardly, civilizations arise 
with .inuch in common, but yet each people has a spiritpe- . 
culiar . to itself. Whil.e p.oint.s of likenesses were. found 
between Israel andBabylonia, differences. between. them 
were greater; Isra.el was always a nat.i .on with .J{ unique 
characterisitics. The out.standing di.fference was that 
Babylonia had . a . mat.erialistic conception of Divine govern-
ment, .while the Hebrew's conception was idealistic, reli-
gious and ethical.. Both Baylo.nia. and. Assyria "failed to. 
find the correct-ive to the materiali.stic conception of life 
1 
which is . needful to progre.s.s in civilization." Likewise, 
there were points of likenesses and of differences between 
Israel and Egypt. 
During the. ninth,!_ and eighth . c.enturies Assyria 
was the sup.reme power of the world, and all other na~ions 
were more or less affec.ted by i t.s power. It was during 
this pe.riod that. Israel produced its. first. written proph-
ecies, and., a . knowledg.e of Assyrian history of this period 
is necessary for a right understanding of Hebrew prophecy. 
1 . Men of their 
own age . 
B. The .Hebrew Prophets 
A modern pro.phe..t or leader in religion 
and in world affairs must have some 
knowledge of .history, both past and contemporary, if he 
1. !astrow, Hebrew and Babylonian Traditions, 307. 
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is to have a t.ruly vi tal . message. for his people. Such 
leaders have- a keen insight into the conditions and pro ... 
blems of their age. and largely interpret them . in the light 
of history. This was true of the Hebrew prophets. They 
were prea.c.he.r .s . of . right.e.ausness and defenders of the true 
religion. They ad.dresse.d . their contemporar.ie.s in ways 
that best met the condit.ions of their own age. Neverthe-
less,. they gave the same fundmental message of moral ne ... 
cessity, of a . pure. worship of Jehovah .and. the f .ulf.illment . 
of the law of righteousness. Rauschenbusch says, "The 
prophets. interpreted .past history, shaped . present history 
and fore-told future history on the basis of a conviction 
that God . rules with righteousness in the affair.s of the na. 
,.;..v ;; 
for1-...cW 
tion. The prophets made"' history of their nation, but in 
? 1 
turn, the history of the nation made them." 
Even tho.ugh the prophe .. ts . were primarily interest-
ed in the moraL and re.ligious life, they had a deep anq con-
stant . interest in political, social .. and .international af-
fairs. All these thing.s. affected .. morality and religion. 
The eighth century prophets - saw the dangers that . threaten-
ed lsrael'swhole . life. Is.rael' s civili.zation had .. bec.orne 
more . complex; the nation .was mixed in foreign. entanglements 
and subjection to. As.syria seemed inevitable. Israel lived 
in the present only, and .was indifferent t .o .what outside 
influences and foreign alliances might lead to. The proph-
1. Rauschenbusch, Chrisftianity and the Social Crisis, 9,13 
I 
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ets were foresighted. enough to real.ize the dangers these 
things involved, and knew Israel's only salvation was holi-
ness and morality. 
2. Source of He-
brew prophecy , 
Schalars .. have . raised the question as 
to the sou-rce of Hebrew -prophecy. 
Were the prophets . and . t .heir me.s.sage pe.culiar to Israel? Or 
were they a product of Babyponian and Egyptian thought? 
This question part.icularly pertains to the eschat.ologival 
element in their prophecy. Some scholars claim Hebrew es ... 
chatology is . closely relate.d _, to Babylo.nian and Egyptian. 
eschatologi.cal thought; others claim its. essential elements 
are s.o different. it. co.uld not be bo.rrowed from Babylonia . p 
1 
or Egypt. Me.n like Erman and. Hdlscher say,. "The religious 
concepts andusages . of ancient Israel nowhere betray traces 
of Egyptian influence." If there was any external influ-
ence. it was . from the Semit.i .c . speaking .Babylonians. On 
the other hand, men like J.M.P.Smith and Gressmann find a 
close resemblance between Egyptian and . Hebrew thought~ In 
the transition from the Old to the Middle Kingdom, Egypt 
experienced a period . of degem.eration, social disorder, an-
archy, oppression, and moral and .religious .decay, much like 
Israel did in t.he eighth. century. 
p,..-.. pk~:h 
Men,like . the Hebrew, .... de-
nounced contemporary evils, warned agains.t disaster and ex-
pressed the .. hope. of an i _dea1 king. Ipuwer was one of these 
prophets. Another was Neferrohu of the twelfth century B.C1 
1. Harvard Theological Review, Oct.l925, 35?-411. 
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whose words . remind one of the prophet Isaiah.. "I show thee 
the land ups.ide down; the man .weak .of arm is now possessor 
of an arm; men do the bidding. of them who once. did. other 
men 1 s b.idding--.--. There is a king who shall come from the 
South. He shall rece.i ve the white crown---. The people 
1 
of his time .shall rejoice." 
There may be similar.i ti.es between Babylonian and 
Egyptian eschatological. ideas. and th¢ose of the Hebrew 
prophetsJ but there is .no evidence that . the prophets bor-
rowed directly from them. The Hehrew prophets may .have 
followed the e:wrlier prophets in general scheme .and lit-
erary form but they are far . superior to t.hem in their 
high moral and religious ideals. "From the desert and 
from Babylonia on the one hand, from Egypt on the other 
came germs of that moral and religious elevation which 
characterizes .. the Hebrew prophets and distinguishes them 
from the Ca.narozite ecstatic oracle-monger who disgraced 
2 
popular Baal ism~ What ever may have been the. source of 
Hebrew prophecy, the Hebrewp.rophets . were of a different 
type from any prophets · who preceded them. They had a 
message which contained a unigue .and .. spiritual element 
not. found in other . p.rophe.c.iea. It was the p.oli.ticaL, 
social and religi.ous crises of Israel., .Tehovah 1 s chosen 
nation . that produced the Hebrew prophets. These pro-
phets were men who boldly denounced the evil conditions 
of their day and fearlessly proclaimed the word of ~ehovah. 
1. H. T. R. Op.Cit. 385. 
2. Ibid 40?. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
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CHAPTER 1 
EGYPT 
• 
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CHAPTER 1 
EGYPT 
A. Summary of Egyptian History Prior to the 
Eighth Century . · 
1. Political 
history . 
The history of ancient Egypt covered a 
period of about five thousand years be-
fore Christ. The first two or three thousand years be-
longed to the pre-dynastic period. During this time 
Egypt was coming out .of savagery toward civilization. The 
next period was that knownas the Old Kingdom. It consist-
ed of independent . feulial s.tates until they were united in-
to two kingdoms,- Upper and Lower Egypt. Menes later 
founded the first. dynasty in Egypt, and wore the crowns of 
bot~ Upper and Lower Egypt. Under his rule Egypt made 
great progress in civilization. In the latter part of 
the period decline set in due to the continued contention 
between the feudal states. Then the Middle Kingdom was 
founded. 
During the Middle Kingdom the splendid isnlation 
of Egypt was broken, no doubt due to the weakened condi-
tion of the feudal states. The Hyksos, an Asiatic people 
from the east, invaded. the land and rule.d Egypt for jfi r-e 
hundred years or more. These foreign kings were called 
( 8) 
• 
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the Shepherd kings of Egypt. The Hyksos had first invaded 
:Bhlestine. Consequently they brought intimate relations 
between Palestine and Egypt, and established trade between 
the east and the west. It was during the rule of these 
kings t.ha.t Abraham went down into Egypt. 
The Empire period follwwed the Middle Kingdom. 
It extended from about 1600 B. C. down to 9·45 B. C. The 
The ban princes had regained some st.rength and . revol te.d 
against the Hyksos, driving them out of Egypt. Further-
more, these Egyptians mad.e some foreign conquests into 
Palestine, Phoenicia and. Syria and as far east as the Eu-
phrates. Tributes were paid from the conquered land, 
and Egypt was in a flourishing co.ndi tion. Ramses ~1 who 
ruled in the ninteenth dyna.sty was one of the strongest 
rulers of the period. He made a great effort to maintain 
the supremacy of Egypt, but its power was waning. The 
grip on Asia was lost; the Hittites invaded Egypt.y. In-
ternal disorders also added to the decline. It . was dur-
ing this time that the Hebrews,who had migrated to Egypt, 
were greatly oppressed by the Egyptian rulers. About 
1200 E..C. after Palestine was no longer subject to Egypt, 
the Hebrews under the leadership of Moses. made their exo-
dus and wandered in the wilderness until they reached 
Canaan.. The invas.ion of the Libyans into Egypt also ad-
ded to the confusion, and decline continued .until finally 
i~ the tenth century, Egypt was controlled by mercenary 
rulers. 
2. Social and 
religious 
history .. 
10 
Communities were early held together 
by social and economic interests. After 
the Egyptian kingdoms were united vast 
resources of wealth .and labor were at the cormnand . of the 
king, who did much in building and inadorning the palaces. 
Civilization made great advance in the OldKingdom; great 
pyramids were built, and Egyptian art reached its culmina-
tion. 
The early part o.f the Middle Kingdom, when Egypt 
was in a prosperous .condition, in many ways marked the cul-
mination of Egyptian civilization and a renaissance in its 
art. The nobility degenerated, society lr.ecame corrupt and 
righteousness was fast disappearing. Wise men advised the 
nobility to live upright lives. Prophets arose who de-
scribed the evil conditions and warned against the univers-
al demoralization of the age and against foreign invasions. 
Co.ndi tions were very much like the s.ocial and moral condi-
tions in Israel when the great Hebrew prophets came forth 
wer~/ 
with their message. The Egyptian prophets, somewhat simi-
lar to the Hebrew prophets in having an element of hope in 
their message. One of these Egyptian_.e prophets said the 
remedy to overcome the moral conditions. was a good king, and 
described the ideal ruler as one who was "a shepherd of 
1 
all the people who has not evil in h:i$ heart" 
Moore, History of Religions, 1?8. 
• 
• 
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When Egypt held its supremacy over the foreign 
nations many of its customs became changed. Its whole civ4. 
ilization was more or less influenced by the contact. with 
the Asiatic nations and people. Ramses 11 instituted a 
large building program., and naturally in the1rprosperi ty 
he and his successors indulged in luxuriant living. What 
was later true with the prosperity of Israel was true here. 
Society was characte.rized by two extreme classes, the no-
bility and the poor. Oppression of the poor or the mas~ 
ses was the result of the luxuriant living of the nobility. 
The Hebrews in Egypt were among those who suffered from 
oppression. Social conditions could not improve strife, 
anarchy, crime, violence and confusion were so prevalent 
under the weak Egyptian rulers. Such were the conditions 
from 1200 to 900. During this period of depression the 
Hebrews had made the.ir exodus, had entered Canaan and were 
founding their nation. and monarchy. which reached its 
heightl;l in the ninth century under the reigns of David 
and Solomon. The new Hebrew nation was on friendly 
terms with the Egyptians, but they gained very little in 
morality from them .. 
The disunWied conditions in Egypt made their re-
ligion very complex with its many gods and animal deities. 
In the fourth dynasty religious forms appeared which per-
petuated without great change. Emphasis was put upon fu-
nerals clor the dead; religious worship was marked by elab-
orate ceremonies, festivals and hymns to the gods. Amon 
, 
• 
• 
lG 
was the supreme national god, who continually intervened 
in the affairs of the government, especially in dynasties 
eighteen to twenty. Re and Aton were the sun gods and w~ 
wereuniversal gods. In the eighteenth dynasty the king, 
Ikhnaton, a great idealist, founded a new religion in which 
he made Aton Egypt's supreme god. This was Egypt's near-
est approach to monotheism. However, this new religion 
was only temporary; the Theban pr:i:est&too strongly opposed 
it. The religious ceremonies were held in elaborately 
built shrines and temples; the chief ones were at Thebes, 
Heliopolis and Memphis. The pries"b.of Re at Heliopolis 
were the great. theologians of Egypt. The priests belonged 
to the aristocracy,they held important .positiDns and con-
trolled much of the land, which gave them important poli.t-
ical power. 
The higher type of personal religion was among 
the middle and better class of people. But the magical 
literature disseminated by the priesth stifled their aspir-
ations and gradually reduced their ethical and moral life 
to a lower tone. There was no place in the temple splend-
or for the common people to worship. Therefore they re-
sorted to local deities, spirits and demi-gods, and thus 
lowered the type of their religious life. The Asiatic 
gods, Baal, Kedesh, Astarte and the Babylonian goddess, 
Ishtar, were introduced into Egypt and became included 
among their own gods. 
• 
B. Political and Social Conditions During 
the Eighth Century . 
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1. The twenty-third 
and twenty-fourth .:~:; 
dynasties,810-?ll . 
From the twenty- second to the 
twenty.fourth. dynasties is some-
times called the Libyan period. As previously suggested, 
j_t vvas a period of misrule, economic deterioration and de-
cadence. It was ruled by the L~yans,among whom Shishhk 
as ruler succeeded in producing some order and unity in 
the. nation. In 926 he invaded Palestine as far north as 
the Sea of Galilee and returned with great plunder to re-
plenish the depleted funds of the Egyptian court. Reho-
'boam was then king of Judah, and Jeroboam the king of Is-
rael. The hostility of the feudal princes and civil 
wars prevented any lasting good from Shishak's reign, and 
Egypt soon lost its influence over Palestine. 
Turmoil and strife characterized the twenty-
third dynasty. The constant struggle between the feudal 
lords and petty kings caused a total dissolution of the 
Egyptian states. "Its power was completely paralized and 
1 
the political sagacity of such statesmen as the Hebrew 
prophets was quite sufficient to ~·e~e~~e perceive how ut-
terly futile was the policy of the Egyptian party in Is-
rael, which would have depended upon the support of Egypt 
. 1 
against the oppression of Assyria." Assyrian power was 
rising in the east, and was advancing westward to conquer 
4.. ~rea~ed, A History of the Ancient Egyptians, 365. 
• 
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Syria and Palestine, and was even casting eyes as far as 
Egypt. These little kings were so involved in their own 
quarrels and petty warfare, they were unable to either aid 
the Hebrews or to foresee the danger of Assyrian supremacy 
encroaching upon them. While Egypt was facing these dan-
gers from the east and was busy with internal struggles, 
the Ethiopian king, Piankhi, Advanced northward and sup-
:planted the Libyan rulers and became lord of all Egypt. in 
?21. Piankhi then erected in the temple of Amon, magnifi-
cent tablets on which were clearly and fully described his 
entire campaign. The short twenty-fourth dynasty had one 
king, Bocchoris, and conditions were very much the same as 
in the previous dynasty. 
2. The twenty-fifth 
dynasty, 711-666 u. 
Shibaka of Ethiopia completed the 
conquest of Egypt and founded the 
twenty-fifth dynasty. The prophet Isaiah gives a vivd de-
scription of Egypt's deplorab1e condition an .his oracle 
1 
concerning the ultimate destruction of the land. ~~4&kka 
r1 
,,., 
Shibaka succeed~ g improving conditions in Egypt under a 
more unified rule. 
The Assyrian ruler,Tiglath-:pileser 111, was ad-
vancing into AsSyria and Palestine. The Egyptian kings 
constantly interfered with Assyrian authority by stirring 
up discontent and revolts aga.inst Assyria amo.ng the Syrian 
and Palestinain states. Shibaka was the founder of the pro-
Egyptian party in Judah. Nevertheless, the Assyrian armies 
1. Isaiah 19.1-18. 
• 
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steadily advanced, and finally met the Egyptian army when 
Sennaderib attacked Jerusalem in ?01. At the last moment 
Jerusalem was saved from being taken by Sennacherib. This 
deliverance was fortunate for Egypt for the Assyrians couldnot 
advance at that time. Egypt, however, was no longer able 
to seduce Palestine to rebellion and was later crushed by 
the Assyrians. The Egyptian vassal state was ruled in peace 
and an inscription on one of the tablets inferred that an 
agreement was made between Egypt and Assyria. But it was 
not until after the fall of Assyria that Egypt was restored • 
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CHAPTER 11 
BABYLONIA 
A. Summary of Babylonian History Prior to 
the Eighth Century . 
1 . Political 
history . 
Egypt was the only rival of Babylonia in 
its antiquity. Its pre-histori c period 
extended from 5000 B.C. to about 3200. The firs t inhabi-
tants were the Semites of Arabia. The Babylonie,ns were a 
mixed race of Semites and Summarians; the l atter were gradu-
ally absorbed into the former. According to the Cuniform 
characters pre-historic Babylonia consisted of a number of 
independent city kingdoms. 
Babylonia and Palestine were brought together for 
the first time in 2800 B.C. About seven hundred years lat-
er , Babylon4a. became the strongest city kingdom under the 
gl orious rule of Hammurabi. Among his many ac t ivities Ham-
murabi formulated the judicial laws and codes, unified the 
states and made Marduk the patron deity of Babylon. After 
the brill iant~e(5f Harnmurabi Babylonia was of very l ittle 
political importance for about five hundred years. Near 
1400 B.C. Babylonia came in contact with Egypt, and was al so 
kept busy with its two greatest enemies, the Elamites and 
Assyrians. Assyria had been one of the colonies of Baby-
l onia, but gained its independence and later made Babylonia 
(16) 
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subject to it. In the meantime fhe Hebrews had left 
Egypt, entered Canaan and fully established its monarcny. 
2. Social and 
religious 
history . 
The Babylonian people were of a peace-
ful dispos i tion, and their chief inter-
est was agriculture. In this they differed from their 
Assyrian neighbors who were e& restless andwar-like in dis-
position, and chiefly interested in military campaigns and 
commerce. The Babylonians have beBn called the _Chinese of 
the ancient world. Babylonia was the home of early as-
tromomy , astrology and mathematic.s .and of literary culture. 
The people had their own literature and religious texts,bbu 
very li tt1e of it was preserved .• 
Both the Babylonians. and Assyrians were intense-
ly r 0ligious. The Bauylonians were more superstitious than 
the Assyrians, however. Like the Egyptian religion, it is 
difficult to get a clear knowledge of the Babylonian reli-
gion,because it is so complex in character. These peopl e 
had a great system of gods. The principi.a . ones were Anu, 
Ea, Bel, Sin,- the gods of heaven, . the deep, the world and 
the moon. Marduk was the god of Babylon, and Ishtar was 
their gteat goddess. Below the.se were innumerable smaller 
gods and deities.. The Babylonians had an elaborate priest-
hood and ritual, an extensive sacrificial system, somewhat 
similar to the Hebrew method of worship. They held festi-
vals among which New Year's was the .greatest; they built 
many temples and believed these to be the earthly dwelling 
place of the gods. Many myths and epics were associated 
• 
• 
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with their religious .life, some of which are similar to ;tQ 
some of our Old Testament stories. Their conception of 
the future life was somewhat like that of the early Hebrews. 
They believed. the dead . , cl.othed . in winged raiment._. abode 
in a dark place under the earth in a shadowy existence. 
The most ethical and .. highest conceptions of Babylonian re-
ligion wasef~und in their hymns and prayers. The Babyloni-
ans were supstitious to an. unusual degree, full of sooth-
saying and exorcisms. Their religion was . extremely poly-
theistic and of low order, yet their ethics was of a rela-
ti vely high order. However they never attained u the. 
high stage corresponding to the ethical monotheism of the 
Hebrew prophets. Their religion had. at.~"~~~ reaching 
influence upon the Hebrews and the world than did other an-
cient religions~ But neither Babylonian nor Egyptian reli-
gion made any great spiritual contribution to Israel. 
B. Condi tiona During the Eighth C.entury . 
1. Assyrian 
supremacy . 
As the affairs of practically the whole 
world hinged .upon the Assyrian conquests 
in the eighth century, naturally Babylonian history of this 
century was closely related to Ass.yrian .history. Ifter a 
period of ebscurity, Assyria had a revival in making for-
eign conquests and established its second great empire • 
Tig,lath-pileser made Assyria a world power after he had 
usurped the throne in ?45. At . first Babylonia enjoyed a 
time of peace and security, and spent its time in study and 
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peaceful occupations. Later, disturbances from Chaldea 
caused them to desire the intervention of Tiglathpllser. 
He ?28 he advanced to Babylonia, subdued the Chaldeans and 
took the Babylonian throne. Hereafter the Assyrian king 
was made king of Babylonia each year ~ by attending special 
New Year functions in Babylon. Later Sargon of Assyria did 
away with the inconvenience of going to Babylon by making 
himself governor of Babylonia. 
2. Rebellion of 
Merodach-baladan . 
In 721 Merodach-baladan, a Chal-
dean prince~ with the aid of the 
Elamites induced the Babylonians to revolt against Assyria. 
He seized the throne and ruled as king of Babylonia for 
eleven years. It was during these years that he sought 
to gain the cooperation of Hezekiah, king of Israel,in op-
The priesthood secretly favored 
the Assyrians because Sargon was favorable to them, and in 
?10 Sargon invaded Babylonia and defeated Merodach-baladan, 
who fled into Elam. 
When Sennacherib became ruler of Assyria Merodach-
baladan regained the Babylonian throne. But after nine 
months he was driven out by Sennacherib, and a Babylonian 
noble was made king of Babylon under Assyrian protection. 
Sennacherib met with failure in this policy, for the new 
king was no.t faithful to Assyria and Babylonia again re-
volted_ without success. This time Sennacherib put his eld-
est son upon the throne, and after continued wars he com-
pletely destroyed Babylon in 689. It was not until near the 
Bah Jh"l1rG. 
close of the seventh century ~ began to prosper again which 
resulted in it becoming the supreme power of the world. 
• 
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ASSYRIA 
A. Summary of Assyrian History Prior to the 
Eighth Century . 
1. Political 
history . 
The Assyrians were an off-shoot from the 
Babylonians, and in many ways were similar 
to them. The. Assyrians were more purely Semitic, belonging 
to the same stock as the Hebrews and Arabs. They were bet"" 
ter fighter.s than governors and were known for their mili-
tary prowess and great cru~~ty. Their motive for war was 
two-fold,- to secure commercial extension and to get trlbs-
ute from other states to maintain their armies. The his-
tory of Assyria as an independent nat"ion began when it o b-
tained its independence from Babylonia. Nin~v~h was made 
the capital,X, and the nation increased in population and 
wealth. In the t~eventh century Tiglath-pileser 1 , after 
many conquests, founded the first Assyrian empire. After 
this followed a period of decline and obscurity. During 
this period the rise of the Hebrew monarchy took place. I 
In the ninth century Assyria made a fresh start and gained 
on 
new strength. Shalmaneser 11 came ~~~. the throne and made 
expeditions to the Euphrates and into Syria and Palestine. 
Jehu, the king of Israel, paid tribute to the Assyrian 
( 21) 
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king. This was the f irst time Assyria came in contac t 
with Israel. Assyrian prosperity., however, did not con-
tinue very long; revolts. sprung up, provinces broke away, 
and discontent arose among the farmers and so l diers. This 
class of people were the strongest forces in the state, and 
under the leadership of the soldier, Pul they revolted in 
?46. A new dynasty was thus founded, with Pul, better 
known as Tiglath-pileser 111, as its first king. 
2. Social and 
religious 
history .. 
Little is known of the social life of 
the Assyrians. They cared little for 
literature, and what they had was mostly borrowed from 
Babylonia. Pract.ically all of the Assyrian culture was 
imported from its southern neighbor. The rulers and no-
bility were fo~nd of good living, and when not busy with 
foreign conquests they were ingaged in improving and beati-
fying Ninevah and their castles. The Assyrian rulers were 
ruthless and barbarjous in their campaigns but they prided 
l'l\ 
themaelves ~r their justice to their conquered subjects. 
I 
There were two distinct classes in Nintv&h, those who 
lived in shameful luxury and sin, and the poor who were 
opposed. The Babylonian temples were both the center 
of worship and the center of business and legal proceedings 
All of the~ architectual efforts were put upon the build-
ing of their temples. The t emples played a mdmor part 
in the Assyrian life, especially in the religious life of 
the rulers. They were more interested in the building of 
magnificent palaces. 
• 
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The Babylonian and Assyrian religion was essen-
tially the same. The Assyrians took their religion from 
the Babylonians •. Both practiced idolatry and had a simi-
lar methods of worship but differed in detail and local 
deities. Ashur was the supreme god of Assyria; temples 
were dedicated t .o him in the · various cities. He was a 
he 
pleasant god;a.Ra became very popular and the military sue-
ceases were attributed to him. Thus he became the god of 
war, and with the fall of Sama~4a Assyria Ashur disappear-
ed. The goddess, Ishtar, was the second in rank among 
the Assyrian gods. 
B. Political and Social Conditions During 
the Eighth Century . 
1. Tiglath-pileser 111 
745-727 . 
Tiglath-pileser had no ances-
tral claims to the throne. 
About all that is kno.wn about him is that he was a soldier 
who came from obscure and humble birth. He was a man of 
great military vigor with statesmanlike foresight and 
achievement. His reign was largely taken up with foreign 
campaigns. He made Assyria a world power whose boundaries 
ex.tended from Armenia to Egypt and from Persia to the Medi-
terranean. "The politics of the day were international in 
a new and deep.er sense and the ideal of the world empire 
was appearing more and more distinctly, as the controlling 
1 
powers assumed more concrete and imposing aorms." 
1. Goodspeed, History of Babylonia and Assyria, 227. 
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He made campaigns in Babylonia and the east, but 
his grea.test campaigns were in the west against Syria .and 
Palestine. "The whole development of the Assyrian policy 
with reference to Syria and Pale.stine is so- intensely in-
teresting for many reasons that it is unfortunate that we 
. 1 
are left with such fragmentary lines in the Annals." 
Tiglath~pileser made suc.cessful conquests along the sea-
coas.t, going as · far south as Gaza. The Egyptians should 
have aided Gaza since it was at their gateway, but they 
failed to give it. or Palestine any aid. 
As soon as the Assyrian forces withdrew, th.e 
tribute-paying states formed. a c.oalition for the purpose 
of refus i ng to pay tribute. Uzziah., king of ~udah, was 
a leader in this confed.eration. . The alliance failed be-
cause of the weaknes.s of some of its members. Tiglath-
pileser again turned his attention, to Syria and Palestine. 
/1.90171 The way was . . open for The Syrian and Palestirui.an states to 
form an alliance to resist Assyria. Damascus and Israel, 
also Phil.istia .and perhaps. Edom, formed a league for this 
purpose, and tried to force ~udah to join it. The .r.esult 
was the Syro-Ephaimite war against ~udah in ?35. Ahaz 
was king of ~u.dah, a weak and stiff --nec.k.ed man, unwilLing 
2 
to follow the council of the prophet Isaiah. Ahaz was 
in a predicamept. Egypt wa.s busy with Ethiopia, .so there 
was not much hope for help from that source. Therefore 
1. Rogers, History of Babylonia and Assyria, 119. 
2. Isa.?.l-1?. 
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he sought aid from Assyria. Tiglath-pileser readily i n-
vaded Syria, and in ?32 he captured Damascus. Judah was 
saved from the Syro-Ephraimite invasion, but at the price 
of becoming a vassal to .Assyria .• 
Nabonassar, the Babylonian king, was unable to 
hold in check the A~a Chaldean invasions. Tiglath-pileser 
advanced into Babylonia and made it a aubject of Assyria. 
This campaign of Tiglath-pileser marked "the culmination 
of centuries of struggles between the motherland of im-
memorial culture and the younger and more aggressive mili-
1 
tary state of the north." 
Tiglath-pileser introducedtwo methods to hold 
his empire. One was tl:l a system of provinc!tal government. 
The chief duties of the provincial officers were to col-
lect tributes and preserve order. They were the protectors 
and guardians of Assyrian interests. The other method was 
the deportation of captives from one sub;48Qtjugated country 
to another. The purpose of this was to break down the na-
tional spirit and in this way remove dangers of insurrec-
tion, and to strengthen the Assyrian administration in the 
provinces. 
2. Shalmaneser lV 
727-722. 
Shal maneser lV reigned only five 
years and left no inscriptions that 
woul d throw light upon his reign. The empire continued to 
prosper and commerce was extended. 
1. Goodspeed, Op.Cit. 237. 
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The most important event in his reign was the re-
volt 6f Palestine and Syria. The Egyptians were re-awaken-
ing and had. hopes of restoring their old empire and recover 
its Asiatic provinces. The Egyptian king intrigued with 
the Palestinian states to rebel against Assyria. Hoshea, 
the king of Israel, and the king of Tyre refus.ed to pay 
tribute to the Assyrian king. Consequently Jhalmaneser 
invaded these states" Hoshea did not know how weak Egypt 
was internally and failed to receive t~e help he hoped for. 
Nevertheless, Shalmaneser discovered that. Israel's rebel-
lion was not easily put down. Israel fortified itself in 
Samaria. The surrounding country was laid waste but the 
seige of Samaria continued for three years, until the death 
of Shalmaneser and was completed by his successor Sargon 11. 
3. Sargon 11 
722- 705 . 
• • , <;argo-n L~ke 'f1glath-p1.leser,.was not of royal 
blood; his origin. is unknown. 
He carried the empire to the height of its splendor. His 
foreign policy and administrative activity were the same 
as those of Tiglath-pileser. His general policy was to 
~ favor the c.ommercial interests as over against the in-
terests of the farmers and common people. As a result, 
"the . state. became an artificial structure of splendid pro-
portions but with insufficient foundations. Taxes fe}l 
more and more heavily upon farmers; they became serfs on 
estates or slaves in manufactories, and aliens from with-
1 
out took their place as farmers." 
1. Goodspeed, Op.Cit. 263. 
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Sargon ruled in a troub.le.some period, for their 
were constant dangers of rebellions from the conquered 
states. His first foreign task was to complete the seige 
of Samaria, and in ?22 the .city fell. Sargon scattered 
30,000 ~ks~saRQ captives from the better class of peopl e 
into various parts of the empire and filled their place in 
Israel with people from Babylonia and ~ther states belong-
ing to Assyria. 
Uprisings in the north kept him busy most cf t he 
time. Armenia attempted to unite the northern tribes 
against Assyria, but Sargon overcame them. He also sub-
dued the rebellious states in the northwest, led by the 
Muskhi. In the south Babylonia, under the leadership of 
Merodach-baladan had revolted. Sargon made an expedition 
into Babylonia and caused Merodach-baladan to vanguish 
from the throne. Sargon conducted a series of wars through 
out the empire, yet many of them were against petty tribes 
and insignificant people. 
The king of Egyp t, shut off by Ethiopian rivals 
from the south, interfered with affairs in Syria in hopes 
of extending his power northward. The va.ssal kings of 
Syria formed a league agaisst Assyria,. but Sargon suc-
ceeded in putting down the rebellion. When Shabaka of 
Egyp t had founded the twenty-fifth dynasty and had united 
all Egyp t under his sway he extended his influence in As ia . 
He was was responsible for the pro-Egyptian party in Judah 
Edam, Moab and the Philistine cities. In ?12-?11 the Phi -
• 
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listine city Ashdod rebelled against Assyr i a, and was de-
feated and made of province. The allies of Ashdod became 
fearful of their own safety and offered fresh gifts t o 
Assyr i a as an expression of their faithfulness. 
Sargon 's economi c policy was t o colonize the 
ruined sites, to rebuil d and repair the palaces and tem-
ples, t o improve agriculture and to fill the granar i es 
with food. He built a new city for himself wi t h a palace 
more wAgnificent than any of the others. In contrast t o 
Tiglath-pileeer and Shalmaneser, Sargon carried on great 
religious activit i es. He resuscitated the old cul t s and 
divine names, and dedicated temples, festivals or gifts 
to them. In his inscriptions are long passages whi ch 
gl orify the gods, their number and variety surpassing those 
of any preceding ruler. Goodspeed characterizes Sargon's 
rei gn by saying, "Assyria was never so great in extent, ~ 
never so rich in silver and gold and all precious th i ngs, 
never so brilliant in the achievements of art and archi-
l 
tecture, never more devoted to the gods and their temples." 
4. Sennacherib 
705-681. 
Sennacherib has been described as a 
typical Oriental despot,- proud, 
cruel and weak. In his inscripti.ons he boasted of great 
victories, but there are no foundation for them al l . He 
added nothing to what Sargon had done, and ruled with a 
"hand of iron and blood" in an effort to maintain imperial 
r:--Goodspeed, Op.Cit. 263. 
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unity. He madefewer but more serious military expedi-
tions. Assyria's great need now was a good administrator 
;-f.tq., 
rather. a conqueror. Sennacherib was an active and daring 
soldier, sometimes acting very hastily, but he was inferior 
to Sargon -as an . administrator. 
Sennacherib made. a campaign in the east against 
the Medes,and demanded heavy tribute from them. In ?03 
Merodach-baladan regained the Babylonian throne. Sen-
nacherib advanced int_o Babyl .onia, defeated Merodach-bala-
dan, and carried away with his booty 208.000 people. Af-
ter a series of wars Sennacherib finally destroyed the 
city of Babylon, in hopet of maintaining unity in his em-
pire. 
Sennacherib's greatest difficulty wa.s with his 
western vassals, and his most important campaign was the 
one against Jerusalem. Judah had been the best vassal 
kingdom and for its faithfuness had .gained more freedom 
from Assyrian interference. This gave it- an opportunity 
for greater internal prosperity. Hezekiah, King of Judah, 
however, became restles s and planned a secret rebellion. 
Several things influe,nce.d him in this direction.. While 
Sennacherib was. in Babylon the king of Tyre was extend-
ing his authority over neighboring vassal states and or-
ganized a movement to throw off the Assyrian yoke. ~~ile 
Merodach-baladan was on the Babylonian throne, he visited 
Hezekiah with an embassy for the purpose of stirring up 
discontent against Assyria. Also Shibaka encouraged the 
• 
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the restlessness of Hezekiah. Contrary to the advice of 
1. 
the prophet Isaiah, Hezekiah sent an app.eal to Egypt 
and was promised assistance. Moreover, the patriotic 
party in Palestine had gained ascendancy and so increased 
the spirit of rebellion that Hezekiah could scarcely liave 
followed Isaiah's advice if he had so desired. 
Rebellion in Palestine first broke out in Ekron. 
Padi, the Assyrian governor in .Ekron, was bound and sent 
to Hezekiah. This caused Hezekiah to be regarded as a 
real insurgent. Sennacherib at once led his army into 
Syria and along the Mediterranean coast. He first at-
tacked the Phoenician cities. All of them readily sur-
rendered except Tyre. He then moved southward and took 
the Philistine city, Askalon. His goal was Jerusalem and 
the hated Hezekia.h. On his way to Jerusalem he attacked 
Ekron. The city surrendered after a terrible slaughter, 
from which the Assyrian party was spared. Sennacherib 
took the forty-six ~4~4.es fortified cities in Judah, and 
in ?01 blockaded Jerusalem. ffiezekiah was isolated in 
Jerusalem "like a caged bird!' as Sennacherib wrote upon 
his inscriptions. Meanwhile The Egyptians realized if 
Palestine was~ defeated Egypt would be endangered, and de-
termined to come to Palestine's aid. Tirhakah, of Egypt 
J 
started to Judah with his army and was met by Sennacherib 
at Eltekeh. Tirhaka was defeated and made no further 
advances. Sennacherib threatened Jerusalem until Heze-
1. Isaiah 30.1-4; 31.1. 
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kiah submitted by paying an enormous t-ribute. Sennach-
erib was not long satisfied with this and demanded the com-
plete surrender of Jerusalem. Hezekiah ma44ii prepared to 
make his last defense within the city walls. In a panic 
he sent for Isaia.h who encouraged him by de.claring Jeru-
salem would be saved. Asudden pestilence fell upon the 
Assyrian army causing it to retreat. Thus at the last 
moment .Terusalem was .spared. After Sennacheri b 1 s death 
several years later Assyria's power began to decline and 
the Babylonian power began to rise. 
A. rec.ord of Sennacherib' s invasion is found in 
the Assyrian tnscriptions,~ll Kings 18.13-19.1-3? and 
Isaiah 36-3?. These records are inaccurate, and the 
question aris.es as to whether Sennacherib made one or tVTo 
invasions upon Jerusalem. Did he make one or tJ{o at-
tacks upon Jerusalem in ?01? It is the opinion of some 
that Sennacherib demanded tribute from Hezekiah and im-
mediately afterward demanded the complete surrender of the 
city. Others thi.nk that after the tribute was paid Sen-
nacherib met the Egyptian army or went to Lachish, a.nd then 
returned to Jerusalem and demanded its surrender. The 
mention of the battle with Tirhaka and his army also sug-
gests the possibility that Sennacherib made an invasion 
in ?01 and ~nether one after 690. Opinions differ as to 
whether there were one or two invasions. Tirhaka did not 
become king of Egypt until about 690; Sennac.herib did not 
die until after this. Consequently there must have been 
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a second invasion about 690-688 . On the other hand Isaiah 
probably died soon aft8r 701, and so could have no relation 
with a campaign as ib.a:te as 690-688 . Moreover, Tirhakah , it 
has been claimed, was a leader in the Egyptian army a num-
ber of years before he became king , and it was in this ca-
pacity that he met Sennacherib in 701 . Therefore there 
must have been only one campaign. 
C; The Situation in Syria . 
Syria stood between Palestine ami Assyria. It was 
a buffer state which suffered a great deal from both Israel 
and ~ssyria. David had extended the kingdom to Drunascus 1 
but his successors were not able to hold the city . After 
Jbhe Hebrew kingdom was divided, Syria and Israel were on 
friendly terms for a while. Then began a series of wars 
between the two nations. Damascus would lose its indepena-
ence and then regain it 1 but was unable to subdue Israel. 
The Assyrian kings continually made invasions iR-
to Syria in the eighth century. Arpad was captured in 740. 
Hamoth fell in 738. Israel, fearing the near encroachment s 
of the Assyrian armies , allied with Damascus agai nst the 
common foe in 735. But even the a llied powers were not able 
to withstand the attack of Tiglath-pileser , who captured 
Damascus in 732. Syr&a had then become a subject of Ass:!l{ria 
and Assyria's next task was to invade Israel. 
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HEBREW HISTORY 
A. Summary of Hebrew History Prior to the 
Eighth Century . 
1. Political 
history . 
Pal 8stine was inhabited in a very re-
mote period, long before Hebrew history 
began. Syria and Palestine were an intergral part of the 
ancient Babylonian world. The Amorites, Hittites, Ara-
maeans , Canaanites and others migrated to Palestine at 
different periods. After the Hyksos were vanquished from 
Egypt, Palestine became a province of the Egyptian empire. 
Hebrew history began with t h e mi~tion of Abram from Ur to 
Palestine,(Genesis 14), probavly about 2100 B.C. Babyl onia, 
Egypt, Assyria and the Hittite nations were all l eading 
nations and in communication with each other. Palest i ne 
was at the center of the nations and could not avoid be-
coming more or less influenced by them and assuming a some-
what cosmopolitan form. 
When Egypt was at the height~ of its power many 
of the Hebrews migrated to Goshen in Egypt, to escape 
famine in Palestine. •fter Egypt had lost some of its 
prestige these Hebrews were made serfs and were increasing-
ly oppressed.In about 1200 B.C. ~oses led them out of Egypt, 
(33) 
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After 11andering in the wilderness for forty years the He-
brews entered Canaan and gradually conquered the Canaanites. 
Syria and Palestine were not molested by great powers fro~ 
1200 to 8?6, when the first Assyrian empire arose.The He-
brews were ruled by judges from 1160~o 1020, after which 
the monarchy was dounded. 
The Hebrew nation had long wars with the Syrians, 
mainly because of the mercantile and material advantages 
in Israel. The Syr ians coveted the trade routes through 
Israel. The monarchy reached its zenith in the reigns of 
David and Solomon. Af~@ David had wars with the Moabites 
n/ 
Ammonites, Aramaeans, Edomi te s and Phoec ians, a.nd extended 
the kingdom as far as Damascus. In his reign wealth in-
creased, cormnerce flourished,and prosperity and content-
ment reigned. Solomon "reminds one of the typical Pharaoh 
1 
who built, oppressed and boasted of Divine power." He 
ruled when Babylonian, Assyrian and Egyptian power was 
weak. Prosperity continued in the early part of his reign. 
By the close of his reign rivalry had sprung up between 
the northern and southern tribes, and decline had set in 
which later resulted in the division of the kingdom. Sol-
omon died in 916 and was succeeded by his son, Rehoboam. 
Through the influence of Jeroboam the northern tribes re-
volted against the oppression of the nobility. and sepa-
rated from Judah. Rehoboam was king of Judah and Jeroboam 
was made king of Israel. The kingdom never regained the 
1. H.B.D. Israel, 506-516. 
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power it might have had if it could have remained united 
as one nation. 
Both states affected each other seriously. Is-
rael was less homogeneous and had many factions and politi-
cal strife~ as well as religious strifes. .Judah was freer 
from revolutions of all kinds and was at first superior to 
Israel morally and religiously. More or less hostility 
existed between the two states, especially in relation,S to 
the constant wars between Israel and Syria. In the ninth 
century when Assyria began to molest Syria and Israel, 
these two nations united their forces a~ainst Assyria. 
Israel first became familiar to the Assyrians during the 
reign of Omri, for the Assyrians spoke of Israel as "the 
land of Omri." The Armenian~ kingdoms of the north har-
rassed the Assyrians until they had to stop invading Syria 
to give their attention to the Armenians. This gave Da-
mascus a chance to recover some of its former prestige and 
to avenge Israel and other kingdoms what had refused to 
aid Damascus. Between the molesting of Damascus and the 
hostilities of .Judah Israel had been in narrow straits. 
However, Damascus was too weak from the wars with Assyria 
to hold its recovered states in subjection, and Assyria 
was too weakened by Armenian wars to demand tribute. The 
result 'Nas the highest development of the Hebrew people 
in th~~l~RtRgcgttury since the time of David and Solomon. 
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The Hebrews developed from a nomadic 2. Soical and 
religious 
history. people to agricultural people. Later, 
as the new nation became more firmly established and the 
cities and industries began to grow up Hebrew civilization 
became more and more complex. The monarchal period mark-
ed an advance in political organizations and institutions, and 
a development in the intellectual and moral life~ Along 
with these things developed an aristocracy and strong pri~st­
hood. This tended to make class distinctions, which brought 
on growing evil tendencies and temptations that would tend 
to lower the moral standards. 
Rrom the beginning Israel had a unique relation 
with Jehovah. Jehovah chose Israel as the favored nation, 
and"Isaael's existence and continuance were dependent upon 
His sovereign good pleasure, and He might cast off as easily 
as .He had adopted it.---This explains why an ethical reli-
gion was promulgated at the time of the Exodus.--- This was 
the fundamental difference between the Hebrew religion and 
1 
the religion of other Semitic people." 
The Hebrews did not deny the existence of other 
gods, and the$looked upon Jehovah as the national God of 
Israel. The religion of early Israel had points of contact 
with the religion of the Canaanites and other surrounding 
peoples, but it maintained a purer standard and a more ele-
1 . Paton, Early History of Syria and Palestine 
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vated view of the Divine Being. They all held their re-
ligious feasts and sacrifices 1 and built their sanctuaries 
and high places. The Canaanite god,Baal, was often wor-
shiped along with Jehovah. In the ninth century Baal war-
ship. became very popular under the leadership of king Ahab. 
The prophet Elijah velaemently oppose.d the worship of Baal 
and challenged the people to worship Jehovah only. From 
th:is time the:t~ developed an increasing sensitiveness of the 
prophets to social morality and sincere Jehovah worship. 
"The prophets were not so much. innovators as champions of 
an ancient Israelite tradition which the most genuine Is-
1 
raelite families had never wholly abandoned." 
B. Conditions During the Eighth Century . 
1. Israel a. Jeroboam 11, 790-749. Jeroboam 11 was 
king of Israel during the period of its re-
newed prosperity. He extended Is~ael's dominions andre-
stored its borders from Hamoth to the Dead Sea. He made 
conquests east of the Jordan and reconquered Moab. Wealth 
was accumulated, and the upper classes lived in extreme 
luxury. The nobles were the great landowners; the poor 
were oppressed and constantly grew poorer. Injustice, 
bribery, drunkenness and frivolity continually increased. 
Such conditions must inevitablp lead to. a downfall; de-
struction seemed certain, and it was at this critical time 
that the great Hebrew prophets, Amos and Hosea made. their 
1. B.E.R. Vol.Vll, Israel. 
• 
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~ 
appearnce. "Religious service of the people for the most 
IV 
part was directed to .Jehovah. Little distinction was popu-
larly drawn between Jehovah and the local Baalim and little 
appreciation was shown of .Jehovah's character.--- Worship 
rendered to Him was formal and unspiritual, profaned by li-
centious rites, imi-tated from Canaanite usage.----The rela-
tions which the earli.er sovereigns of Jehu's dynasty had 
had with Assyria had led to the introduction of Assyrian 
gods.---Whilest religion even when loyal to Jehovah was i-
dentified with external ceremonialism, the laws of social 
1 
morality were outraged by violence and cruelty." 
b. Successors of Jeroboam 11. After the death of 
Jeroboam the throne of- Israel was usually occupied by 
usurpers.. Anarchy accompanied by all its confusion and 
terrors prevailed in the nation, and . consequently helped 
cause the downfall of Israel. Three political parties, 
the Syrian, Egyptian and Assyrian added to the chaotic con-
dition and were responsible for civil wars. Each of these 
parties wanted to ally with the nation he favored. During 
the reign of Menahem (?44-?36) Tiglath-pileser of Assyria 
invaded Israel. This was the first time the Assyrians had 
set foot upon the native soil of Israel. Menahem bought off 
Tiglath-pileser by paying homage to him. In ?36 Pekah sei1ed 
the throne • In his temp~uous reign occurred the Syro-
Ephraimi te war. Pekah formed an alliance with Rezin of 
1. Wade, Old Testament History, 354. 
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Damascus agaisnt Assyria. They were joined by Philtstia 
and Tyre, but Judah refused to join the alliance. Damascus 
and Israel then invaded Judah in an effort to force it :toto 
the alliance. Assyria opened seige upon Damscus which end-
ed in the fall of the city in ?32. Pekah was slain by the 
Assyrian party. In ?30 Hoshea became king of Israel. He 
submitted to Assyria for the time being by paying tribute, 
and thus postponed the fall of Samaria. 
c. Fall of Samaria, ?21. Israel_ might have ma i n-
tained peace if it had kept quiet under the Assyrian pro-
tection. However, Hoshea d.efied the Assyrian power. Egypt 
was partly responsible for this, a~ it was stirring up the 
1 
Syrian states against Assyria. Paton suggests that this 
alliance was possibly with the Mutsri in north Arabia rather 
than with Egypt;t, because the power of Egypt was then at low 
ebb~ and Arabia would be a more natural leader against As-
syria. If that was the case, Hosea and Isaiah refer to 
Arabia rather than to Egypt when they speak of the Egyptian 
alliances. Whichever way it may have been, Hoshea failed 
to keep off the advance of the Assyrian king, Shalmaneser lV. 
Hoshea was imprisoned and after a three years seige Samaria 
was tai<en. The chmice of the Hebrew people w~se carried 
away into Mesopotamia,and some Aramaeans and colonists of 
Babylonia were transplanted to Samaria. 
1. Paton, Op.Cit. 243. 
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2. Judah . a. Uzziah, 782-740. 
temporary in Judah. 
Uzziah was Jeroboam's con-
. This was also a "gol den 
age 11 for Judah in its material prosperity. Uzziah greatly 
enriched Judah through trade with the east. He developed 
agriculture, fortified Jerusalem and made other internal 
improvements. He conquered the neighboring states and re-
gained Elam, which gave him the command of the trade route 
to the Red Sea. He did for Judah what Jeroboam had done 
for Israel. 
ev:i,.l Hence, similar;social tendencies were manifest-
ing themselves in Judah. They, however, had not yet de-
veloped to the extreme conditions that existed in Israel. 
b. Ahat 1 735- 719. Ahaz, the next important king, 
was a stubborn weakling. When Israel and Damascus formed 
their alliance and invaded Judah, Ahaz in desperation sought 
aid from the Assyrian king. Tiglath-pileser was glad to 
interfere in Pale·stimian politics and to have a better 
chance to approach Jerusalem, from where he could ultimate-
ly reach Egypt. The Syro-Ephaimite advance into Judah 
had to return to defend their own nations. Pekah shut him-
self up in Samar ia, and Rezin shut himself up in Damascus. 
Judah made i tsel.f a vassal to Assyria. Afte r Tiglathpileser 
had captured Damascus he!{ held court in that city •. Con-
quered princes went there to pay him homage. Among them 
was Ahaz, who "brought back the design of an Assyrian altar 
that he might pay homage to the Assyr ian god,"1and intro-
duced foreign customs and worship in Judah. These things 
show how susceptible he was to foreign influences . 
• 
• 
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c. Hezekiah, ?19( or 15 )-686. Aha.z • successor 
was one of the best kings Judah had. He was interested in 
reforms, h~ destroyed the high places throughout Judah, and 
he built aqueducts for the defense of Jerusalem. Judah 
still paid tribute to Assyria. How Hezekiah was infl u-
enced to revolt against Assyria has already been discussed. 
Isaiah whe was always opposed to any alliance with Assyria, 
but when Judah became a vassal to Assyria he just as stren-
er&usly opposed a revolt agaiaat it. After Sennacherib's 
invasion in 701 and the sudden saving of .. Jerusalem from 
his armies, Hezeluiah continued to reggn unmolested by Sen-
nacherib. Although Jerusalem was spared, it continued to 
pay tribute to Assyria as it had done since the reign of Ahaz. 
3. The need for 
the Hebrew 
prophets. 
The people of Judah and Israel needed 
leaders who realized the significance 
of the the existing conditi ons , and who would marn the people 
and waken their moral sense. The eighth century prophets, 
Amos, Hos~a, Isaiah and Micah, were the men of the hour,who 
brought a vital message to the people when they were facing 
one of the greatest, if not the greatest, crises in their 
history. With the rise of the Assyrian power Israel en-
tered into world history. It could not escape being crushed 
eventually. But its entrance into world affairs mean t ~ke 
its inner life and religion were to be strengthened and ul-
timately survive all the political vicissitudes. The proph-
ets were lar~ely responsible for the salvation of their in-
ner life and their religion. 
• 
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CHAPTER V 
AMOS 
A. The Personal Life of Amos . 
Practically all that is known of the personal life 
of Amos is what can be obtai ned from the Book of Amos. His 
birthplace i s not stated; but it is definitely knovm that he 
came from Tekoa. (Am.l.l). rekoa was in Judah labout twelve 
miles south of Jerusalem. Amos was a herdsman and a dresser 
of sycomore~ trees.t?.l4). Both of these occupat ions were 
very lowly. It is evident, therefore, that he lived a sim-
ple life in the country. In such an environment he had a 
splendid opportuni t y to develop his power of observation and 
to gain a keen insight into the conditions of the count r y. 
His life in these wild surroundings also inured h i m to aus-
terity of life and gave him physical strength and courage to 
meet the conditions of his time. 
Amos was not a prophet by education or profession. 
He emphatically said that he did not belong to any of the 
prophetic guilds.(?~4). The prophets of these guilds made 
prophesying a profession or a method of making a living, and 
did not always prophecy with the highest motives. Amos was 
a simple countryman with a deep religious nature, who as he 
watched his flocks in the solitude of the Judean hills medi-
upon the things of God. 7 This is what he was doing when · 
( 44) 
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he became conscious of his call to be a prophet,(?.l5). 
In obedience to this call he left his flocks and went to 
Israel, which was then in the height of material prosperity, 
under the reign of Jeroaboamtr. Amos preached a message 
to the northern kingdom that was contrary to the popular 
idea. Finally his message of doom so alarmed the high priest 
at Bethel that he sought to have Amos expelled from the coun-
try.(?.l0-13). Nevertheless, Amos continued his message in 
more emphatic terms than ever. Although nothing is said 
about it, probably after he had ended his prophetic work in 
Israel, Amos returned to his native state where he leisurely 
wrote the words which he had spoken. 
1. Political 
conditions . 
B. Conditions in Israel . 
The exact date of Amos' prophetic work 
is not known. He prophe,V.ed during the 
reigns of Uzziah in Judah and Jeroboam 11 in Israel The 
probable date of Jeroboam's rule was ?90-?49, and Amos must 
have prophecied during the latter part his reign. This 
would make him prophecy about ?50 B.C. 
Israel was outwardly prosperous and free from 
great political troubles in the reign of Jeroboam. He 
met the Syrian attacks much better than his predecessors 
had. He succeeded in regaining the old limits of Israel's 
territory and gave Israel a respite fromthe S~rian advances. 
This gave Israel a chance to develop internally and to en-
joy ease and prosperity. Amos appeared with his direful 
--
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message when Israel was enjoying the fruiys of Jeroboam's 
successes and giving no thought to their future. 
2. Social and 
religious 
conditions . 
a,Wealth,luxury and oppression. Amos 
gave a very _vivid ·picture of the social 
conditions of the age in which he lived. Wealth abounded 
and was enjoyed to 'the fullest extent by those who possessed 
it. "I will smite the winter-house with the summer-house; 
and the houses of ivory shall perish, and the great houses 
shall have an end."1 "Woe to them that are at ease in Zion; 
that lie upon beds of ivory----and that eat the lamlls out 
of the flocks and calves out of the midst of the stall; 
that sing idle songs to the sound of the viol----; that 
drink wine in bowls and anoint themselves with the chief 
2 
oils." These people spent hheir time in luxury, revelry 
and self-indulgence. This outward prosperity and luxury 
were the cause of moral deteriorationo The luxuriant liv-
ing of the aristocracy caused continued and increasing af-
flictions among the poor. Injust.ic.e and immorality abound-
ed as well as wealth. The wealthy complacently oppressed 
the pooro "They have sold the righteous for silver and the 
neady for a pair of shoes."3 Violence and injustice were 
supreme. "Ye who turn just ice towormwood and cast dovm 
righteousness to the earth." 4 no ye that would swallow 
up the needy, and cause the poor of the land to fail.---
When will the sabbath be gone, that we may set forth wheat 
1.;3 .15 
3. 2. 6 
2. 6.1-6. 
4. 5.? 
4? 
making the ephah small , and the shekel great, and dealing 
falsely with balances of deceit."1 Even the women co-
operated with their husbands in their unjust demands and 
luxuriant living. "Hear this word, ye kine of Bashan, that 
are in the mountains of Samaria, that oppress the poor, 
that crush the needy, that say unto their lords, Bring ~nd 
let us drink. " 2 
b. Religious formality. On account of their unique 
relation with Jehovah the people of Israel believed they 
were im.;'Ilune from Divine punishemnt, and that the observance 
of all religious rites was all that was necessary. Their 
religious life was nothing more than ostentat i dous cere-
monialism and religious formality. "Come to Bethel and 
transgress;---bring your sacrifices every morning and your 
tithes every three days:-----for this pleaseth you, ye 
3 
children of Israel. " "I hate , I despise your feasts, 
and will take no delight in your solemn assemblies . "4 
They thought the more sacrifices and the more elaborate 
the rituals the greater would be Jehovah ' s pleasure, re-
gardless of their moral failure and insincerity. 
C. The Message of Amos . 
1. Righteousness, 
justice. Amos is called the prophet of right-
eousness. Political and social con-
ditions produced the prophets; without the alarming effects 
1. s. 4 
3. 4. 4-5 
j.. 
4. 
4.1 
5.21-22 
• 
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of these conditions there would have been no need of the 
prophets. It was the social and religious conditions rath-
er than the political in which .Amos was most concerned • 
No doubt at certain times Amo.s made business trips to the 
cities and markets. His keen insight and observation saw, 
with. disgust and sadness, the inequality of classes , op-
pression, luxury and corruption of the nation. When he 'E-
returned to his flocks he had plenty of time to think and 
meditate upon the things . which he had seen, and was thus 
prepared to answer the call of Jehovah to awaken the con-
science of the people. 
Amos knew God as an ethical and righteous God, 
and was certain that Israel would be punished for its sins. 
To him religion and the moral law were the same, and be-
caus.e Jehovah held a special relation with Israel their 
responsibility and gratitude should have been greater. ln-
staa.d of gratitude, Jehovah received ingratitude. "You on-
ly have I known of all the farniles of the earth; therefore 
I will visit upon you all your iniquities."1 "I brought y-
you up out of the land of Egypt, and led you forty years 
in the wi ldBrness ,----But ye gave the Nazirites wine to 
drink, and commanded the prophets saying, Prophesy not.n2 
The people had drifted away from Jehovah and were resting 
upon their own self-righteousness • "They hate him that 
reproveth in the gate, and they abhor him that speaketh 
1. 3.1 2. 2. 9-12 
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uprightly~-----For I know how manifold your transgressions 
are, and how mighty are your sins,- ye that afflict the 
just, that tkke the bribe, and that turn aside the ne?-dy 
1 in the gate." Judg~ment was inevitable. 
The dominant note of Amos' whole message is doom. 
Such conditions could not continue without disasterous re-
sults. "Therefore, shall they ~ka~ now go captive with the 
first that go captive." 2 "I will turn your feast into 
mourning, and all your songs into lamentation.!f3 "Wail-
ing shall be in the broad ways; and they shall say in all 
the streets, Alas! alas! and they shall call the hti.sband-
man to mourning and such as are skm;l.lful in lamentation to 
wailing . "t Israel's prosperity had dazzled the 
people and made them morally blind. They needed to be 
startled out of their self-complacency, to be warned 
against their unr!hghteousness and to be reminded that 
Jehovah was an en ethical God who demanded rmghteousness 
fD~m His people. 
to do these things. 
2. The Day odl 
Judgment. 
Amos was the man who had the courage 
•woe unto you that desire the day of 
day of Jehovah? 
Jehovah! Wherefore would ye have the 
4 It is darkness and not light." The 
people of Israel expected the day of Jehovah as a day of 
vindication, at which time they would be rid of all their 
foes. Other nations would be punished, but they would es-
cape and all th~ir hopes would be realized. 
1. 5. ?~10 
3. 8.10 
2. 6.? 
4. 5.16-17. 
• 
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ceived the character of Jehovah; they thought He was in-
terested in Israel only, and overlooked the fact that He 
was a just and righteous God. 
ing idea_ of the day of Jehovah • 
Amos opposed the prevail~ 
He preached that Jehovah 
was interested in the world and that Israel would not es-
cape punishment for its sins. Jehovah ruled impartially. 
"Ar~enot as the children of the Ethiopians unto me, 0 chiJ.oi.-
ren of Israel? Behold the eyes of the Lord Jehovah are upon 
1 
the sinful Ra~,ieR kingdom." What Jehovah would do to Is-
rael and to the other nations was dependent upon ethical 
grounds. Consequently Israel could not hope to escape. So 
why desire the day of Jehovah? "Shall not the day of Jehovah 
2 
be darkness and not light?" Amos first mentioned the 
natural calamities that had come to Israel as chastisements, 
but without the desired effects.(4.6-ll). He warned them by 
visions of doom, (7.1-9; 8.13; 9.1-4). He pronounced great-
er calamities that must come; sanctuaries would be destroyed, 
captivity and exile would take place. No matter which way 
they might turn they could not escape Jehov~~.(9.2-4). 
Amos' deep moral nature and his stern temperament 
gave his discouraging message an austere severity, untem-
pered by the sympathetic love found in Hosea. Although 
Amos' message was mostly that of doom he urged the people tp 
"Seek ye tTehovah, and ye shall live. Seek good and not evil 
that ye may live; and so Jehovah of hosts will be with you. 
"Hate the evil and love the good, and establish justice in 
1. 9.7 2. 5. 20 
• 
• 
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in the gate." He closed his message with the thought 
of hope(9.11-15). Amos hopedfor the restoration of Is-
rael to the glory and power that belonged to Hod's people • 
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Is,irael would ultimately be saved. The opinion of scholars 
differ as to whether these words belong to Amos or not. 
Some claim they are inconsistent with his preaching an~ are 
a later insertion. On the othe.r hand, .seJfle. ot:!'lers claim 
this hope is indispensible for the book and, although contra-
dietary in its ideas, it can exist harmoniously and psycho-
-logically with · the words of Amos. 
3. His inter-
national 
out:ibook . 
Although it was principally the social 
crisis that brought forth Amos message, 
he cpuld not escape noticing the political situations. The 
Assyrian empire was rising; but Amos never mentioned As~-
syria. He evidently .knew about Assyria, but its rumblings 
were too far distant to be of imminent danger yet. However, 
Amos did say Israel would be punished by an outside nation. 
"For, behold, I will raise ~ew. up against you a nation, 0 
house of Israel, and they shall afflict you from the entrance 
2 
of Hamath unto the brook of the Arabah." And calamity 
would come from the north. . "Therefore will I cause you to 
3 
go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith Jehovah." 
Amos was too br::>ad-minded. to think .. God would con-
fine Himself to the interests of Israel alone.(~.?-10) • 
He a.lso pronounced judgments upon other nations. 
1 . 5.4,14 
3. 5. 2? 
2. 6.14 
In fe.ct 
• 
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he began his dctiscourses by pronouncing judgments upon the 
surrounding nations.(l-2.1-6). He thus obtained the ineer-.;.. 
est of the people of Israel. They doubtless nodded their 
heads in approval and acquiesed to all that he said. But 
when it came to their own nation, Jehovah's chof:;en people, 
j_ t was a different storyo. Nevertheless, Amos showed no 
partiality and included both Israel and Judah in his judg-
ments. Amos was not ignorant of world conditions and 
knew that the nations would be judged or punished according 
to the greatness of their transgressions. He also knew 
that Judah and Israel were bound by the same standard of 
morality by which the other nations were held. Israel had 
failed and must be punished for its transgressions. 
Amos was a practical monotheist. God was not 
the ruler of Israel alone; He was the ruler of all nations. 
"The Egyptian thinkers began to grope after monotheistic 
thought before 1400 B. C. The Babylonian priests had con-
ceived all other gods as different forms of. Marduk. But 
with neither of them had it become of practical religious 
1 
value." Amos did not deny the existence of other gods; 
but he knew the superiority of God was so absolute that 
He could be nothing less than an ethical and righteous God. 
and that the nations were responsible to God for their acts • 
1. Barton, The Religion of Israel, 94-
• 
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D. Result of Amos' Work 
The people paid little heed to the message of Amos. 
Even when he became more and more emphatic their conscience 
did not seem to bother them. They continued in their ex-
travagant way of living accompanied bp: its evils; they com-
:9lacenty felt that they were a righteous people because they 
made many gifts, sacrifices and religious ceremonies to God. 
Amos warned them and presented his message from .Tehovah . He 
could do no more and returned to his native land. But be-
fore leaving Israel, he prophesied "A famine in the land, not 
a famine .of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the 
words of .Tehovah. They shall run to and fro to seek the 
1 
word of .Tehovah, and shall not find it." 
1.8.- 11-12 
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CH&PTER Vl 
HOSEA 
A.Personal Life of Hosea 
That Hosea was the son of Beeri 1 (Hos.l .. l), is 
practically all t hat is known of his personal life outside 
of his unfortunate marriage to Gomer. Since his father's 
name is mentioned he probably belonged to a farnily that 
held some "distinguished position!' Furthermore ,h~i.discourses 
infer that he was somewhat familiar with the priestly class 
and the leaders of Israel. He was a native of Israel and 
preached in his native land. For this reason he probably 
better understood the people and conditions of Israel than 
Amos did. Moreover, he had a very deep religious nature, 
was intensely emotional and sympathetic. His personal 
experience and his temperament a~e explain why his message 
is a different type that the one of Amos. 
~Q Hosea made h i s appearance before the people 
a little later that Amos did. However, it is hardly likely 
that his work extended as late as into the reigns of Ahaz 
and Hezekiah, for he made no reference to the Syro-Ephraim-
ite war in ?35. Evidently his great prophetic work took 
place between ~43 and ?36. 
( 5 -t? ) 
• 
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The Book of Hosea is divided into two dist i nct 
parts,-chapters 1-3 and 4-14. The first three chapters 
deal with the great sorrow of Hosea's life, the unfaithful-
ness of his wife,Gomer. Among the various interpretations 
that are given on these chapters, the one that seems the 
most plausible is that Hosea actually married Gomer and 
after their marriage she became unfaithful to him. In his 
sorrow and love for her Hosea realized more fully a nd more 
sympathetically the relation between Jehovah and wayward 
Israel. Hence, his whole message is permeated with a 
personal and emotional element that is lacking in t h e mes-
sage of Amos. 
Just what Hosea did after he had completed his 
prophetic work is uncertain. It has been suggested that 
he went to Judah, where he wrote the message he had given 
and wa s also spared from seeing the fall of Samaria which 
occurred more than ten years later. 
1. Political 
conditions 
B. Conditions in Israel . 
a. Corruption and anarchy. The glorious 
days of Jeroboam 11 had passed. His sue-
cessors were usurpers who ruled for short periods and then 
usually murdered so that another usurper could take h i s 
place • Everything was in confusion. Political corrupt i on 
and anarchy prevailed throughout Israel. "They are all hot 
as an oven, and devour their judges; all their kings are 
1 
fallen: there is none among them that calleth upon me." 
1. 7. 7 
• 
"They have set up kings but not by me; they have made princes 
1 
and I knew it not." "I will love them no more; all their 
2 
princes are revolters." 
b. Alliances with Egypt and Assyria. Israel was 
having a short reprieve from Assyrian invasions. Neverthe-
less, in its chaotic condition and with its weak sovereignty 
it was constantly vacillating between allying with Egypt 
and Assyria. Evidently Hosea had to contend with two po-
litical parties,- the Egyptian and the Assyrian. The former 
party sought to make alliances between Egypt and Israel. 
"Ephraim is like a silly dove, without und erstanding: they 
3 party 
call unto Egypt, they go to Assyria." The Assyrian/ at-
tempted to make alliances with Assyria. "Israel is swallow-
ed up: now are they among the nations as vessel wherein none 
4 
delighteth. For they are gone up to Assyria." "Ephraim 
feedeth on the wind and followeth after the east wind: he 
continually multiplieth lies and desolation; and they make 
5 
a covenant with Assyria, and oil is carried into Egypt." 
These last words aptly express the weak and vacillating 
policy of Israel. What could Israel hope from Egypt whose 
own dynasty was so uncertain? The Assyrian power was in-
creasing, and Tiglath-pileser was making campaigns against 
Syria. Only Syria was between this rapidly growing empire 
and Israel, yet Israel did not weem to realize how formid-
able this cbu~d from the northeast was becoming. 
r.--8.4 
4. 8.8-9 
2. 9.15 
5. 12.1 
3. ? .11 
5B 
2. Social and 
religious 
conditions , 
a.. Decline: oppression. Not anly had the 
political life of Israel degenerated; its 
social and religious life had gone from bad to worse. The 
people of wealth continued to live in ease and luxury. "I 
will go after my lovers that give my bread and water, my 
1 
wool and my fl.ax, mine oil and my drink." Immorality and 
crime abounded. "There is no truth, nor goodness ., nor know-
2 
ledge of God in the land." "They commit,! falsehood, a.nd 
the thief entereth in, and the troop of robbers ravageth 
without. They have not cried unto me with their heart, but 
they howl upon their beds: they assJMibee themselves for 
3 
. d • II gra1n an new w1ne. Oppression }WatS everywhere. ":t';R.Q 
~~~EQQ~ "He is a trafficker, the balances of deceit are in 
4 
his hand; he lo.veth to oppress." 
b. Heatheneth worship of Jehovah. Idolatry was 
no doubt practiced to a certain extent. when Amos preached. 
But Hosea was the first prophet to denounce idolatry. He 
bitterly condemned it. "They sacrificed unto Baalim, and 
5 
burned incense to graven images. " "And now they sin more 
and more, and have made them molten images of their silver 
even idols according to their own understanding, all of them 
6 
the work of craftsmen." 
Even their worship to Jehovah was shallow and 
J. 
corrupt. "The spirit of who~dom hath caused them to err, 
:' 
and they have played the harlot departing from their God. 
They sacrifice upon the top of the mountains, and burn in-
1. 2. 5 
4. 1 2.7 
2. 4.1-2 
5. 11.2 
3. 7.1-2,14 
6. 13. 2 
• 
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cense upon the hills, under oaks and poplars and terebinths 
1 
because the shadow thereof is good." Little else could b 
be expected of the people and little wonder that they ~or­
got God when many of their priests and prophets were lead-
ers in corruption. "My people are destroyed for l ack of 
2 
knowledge." "As a troop of rogbers wait for a man, so the 
company of priesumurder in the way toward Shechem; yea 
. 3 
they have committed lewdness." "As for the prophet, a 
fowler's snare is in all his ways, and enmmty in the house 
4 
of his God." Hosea's greatest complaint was the lack 
of knowledge and leadership among the people. 
1. Opposition to 
foreign al-
liances . 
C. Message of Ho.sea . 
Like his predecessor, Hosea's message 
was based more upon the social and re-
ligious evils than upon political affairs. He was little 
concerned with the outside world,any more than as it affect-
ed Israel. He did not pronounce judgments upon the sur-
sounding nations as did Amos. However, political affairs 
. i~rtat 1ny=p had reached a critical stage, especially in the 
forms of anarchy and seeking alLiances with Egypt or As-
syria. Hosea was vitally interested in these conditions 
and distinctly opposed foreign alliances. "Ephraim is 
? joined to idols; let him alone." "When Ephaaim saw his 
sickness, then went Ephraim to Assyria, and sent to king 
Jareb:but he is not able to heal you, neither will he cure 
1. 4.12-13 
I . 9.8 
? • 4.1? 
2. 4.6 
5. 11.2 
3. 6.9 
6. 13.2 
1 
you of your wound.• "Ephraim, he mix~th himself among 
the peoples; Ephraim is a cake not turned. Strrungers have 
devoured his strength, and he knoweth it not; yea, gray 
2 
hairs are upo n him here and there and he knoweth it not. " 
Hosea opposed foreign . alliances because he had insight 
enough to know that such proceedings were politiU"ally un-
wise for Israel. Israel was small and weak and drull of con-
fusion. Al liance with any foreign nation meant it would be-
come a subject of that nation. Moreover, to Hosea it meant 
disloyalty to Jehovah. Such alliances were putting their 
trust in foreign and heathen nations rather than in Jehovah. 
It meant that the other gods were recognized above Jehovah; 
it meant the introduction of foreign rites and customs into 
Hebrew life and worship. Israel could not be saved by other 
e.tR@~ gods, idols nor alliance with some foreign nation . It 
could be saved only by returning to Jehovah. "0 Israel, re-
turn unto Jehovah thy God; for thou hast fallen by thy I ni-
3 
qui ty." 
2. Judgment. 
doom. 
Hosea's message WE!-S like that 6f Amos in 
having doom or disaster the predominating 
note. Both prophets preached coming judgment and destruction 
Hosea said some very harsh things, but his denounciations 
and predictions were n(it as harsh as those of Amos. His 
deep religious and emotional nature was manifested in them; 
it also caused his discourses to be less logical and some-
what mo~e ambiguous that Amos' words. 
1. 7.8-9 2. 5.13 3. 14.1-2 
• 
~ , . 
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The people still thought of Jehovah as the God of 
Israel who would allow no serious harm come to His ch.osen 
people. They still believed the day of Jehovah would soon 
come when all nations would be judged., and Israel would be 
spared and come into all the power and glory it had hoped 
for. Hosea knew that they failed to understand the char-
acter of God, and that they must be punished for their sins. 
MMy God will cast them away, because they did not hearken un~ 
1 
to h i m; and they shall be wanderers a."llong the nations." 
They would be chastised, made captives and carried off into 
which 
exile. 
&~.Jih) 
Hosea doesnot seem to be sure to wga.;t place they 
wi.1-l be carried away, Egypt or Assyria. 
~ 
Sometimes one was 
mentioned sometimes the other. "Now will he remember their 
iniquity, and visit their sins; they shall return to Egypt. 
They shall not return unto the land of Egypt; but the Assyrian 
2 
shall be their king, because they refused to return to me." 
"They shall not dwell in Jehovah's land; but Ephraim shall 
3 
return to Egypt, and they shall eat unclean food in Assyria." 
Hosea hoped exile would bring them to their senses and cause 
them to return to Jehovah and their homeland. "They shall 
come trembling as a bird out of Egypt, and as a dove out of 
the land of Assyria; and I will make them to dwell in their 
4 
houses, saith Jehovah." As 1il98Qa Amos closed his prophecy 
with a message of hope, so Hos.ea. ended with a message of 
hope for Is.rael_ (14.4-9). The same question rises again as 
to whether these words belong to the prophet himself or are 
1 . 9.1? 
3. 9. 3 
2. 8.13; 11.5 
4. 11.11 
• 
• 
a later insertion. 
3. The lovingkind-
ness of mehovah . 
Amos taught that Jehovah was an 
ethical God and that there was a,rl 
universal moral law. Hosea went further than Amos; he 
sought to "prove in God so great and new a mercy as was 
capable of matching that law---to arise with as keen a con-
science of law as Amos and yet affirm that love was greater 
still; to admit Israel was doomed and yet to show that re-
1 
demption was possible." Paul reminds one of Hosea when 
he said, 
2 
"Behold then the goodness an~ severitY of God." 
Like J'~l:i.e Hosea loved his unfaithful wife, so Jehovah · 
loved unfaithful Israel; as a father loves an erring childr, 
so Jehovah loved his sinful child., Israel This thought 
of God's redeeming love finds its highest expression in 
chapter XL "When Israel was a child then I1 loved him, .,.,.;.Y. ~t. 
and called him out of Egypt.-- I drew them cords of a man, 
!"-
with bands of love.-- How shall! give thee up Ephraim? How 
shall I cast thee off, Israel?--my heart is turned within 
me, my compassions are kindled together. .I will not exe-
cute the fierceness of mine anger, I will not return to de-
stroy Ephraim: for I am God, and not man; the Holy One in 
3 
the midst of thee. " In return for His love God did not 
want sacrifices and elaborate ceremonies. He wanted obedi-
ence and desired "goodness, and not sacrifice; and the know-
4 
~edge of God more than burnt-offerings." 
1. I.c.c. {Hosea) Introduction 149. 
2. Rom.l1.22 
3. 11.1, 4, . 8-9. 
4. ai.6 
• 
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Along with the love of Jehovah belongs repentance. 
Hosea yearned for the repentance of Jehovah's people, that 
they might be saved by His redeeming love. Repentance de-
mands sincerity and righteous living. "Sow to yourselves 
in righteousness, reap according to kindness; break up your 
fallow ground; for it is time to seek Jehovah, till he come 
1 
and rain righteousness ~pon you." "Therefore turn thou 
to thy God: keep kindness and justuce, and wait for thy God 
continually. --' Wor"He will heal their backsliding, and love 
2 
them freely." 
Another thing Hosea included in his preaching more 
than Amos did was references to past history. He often in-
terpreted past history in the light of the situation he 
himself was facing, which showed his knowledge of history. 
"Yet I taught Ephraim to walk; I took them upon my arms; 
3 
but they knew not that I healed them. " 
D. Result of Hosea's Work .As"';tJ_;_!J 
Like Amos, Hosea denounced the~..,-~ins, warned 
them of coming doom. He, furthermore, preached the redeem-
ing love of God, but all to no avail. Is,irae l continued in 
its downward path. The Assyrian forces$ advanced nearer and 
nearer ; they took Damascus in 732and then advanced into 
Israel. Israel had been paying tribute to seve~a~ Assyria 
for several years, and in 721 Samaria met the same fate 
that Damascus had. 
L.L ~-1-
r:--10.12 2. 12.6; 14.4 3. 11.3 
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Arnos'and Hosea's work failed i n that their proph-
ecies were not heeded by the people of Israel. On the other 
hand, their prophedies were fulfilled in the fall of Sa-
maria. Hosea's great contribution to the world was his 
teaching of the redeeming love of God. Jehovah was more 
than a righteous God; He was a compassionate God full of 
lovingkindness • 
CHAPTER Vll 
ISAIAH 
CHAPTER Vll 
ISAIAH 
A. THe Personal Life of Isaiah . 
Isaiah, the son of Amoz, was a native of Judah, 
and from all indications spent practically his whole life 
in and about JeruS\em. That he was of noble birth,as 
some scholars claim, cannot be verified. But he was at 
life 
least familiar with court/ as his interview with Ahaz shows, 
t I sa. 7), andh-d'reely intermingled with the priestly circles 
and political circles in Jerusalem. He also showed a nat-
ural refinement and dignity that is often found amdng those 
belonging to familes of high so~ial position. 
Isaiah grew up into young manhood during the pros-
perous reign ~ of Uzz iah, and received his prophetic 
call the year that Uzziah died (6.lf). Therefore, his pub-
lie mini stry must have begun in 740 and continued until 701, 
When Sennacherib invaded Jerusalem. After this event no-
thing more was heard from Isaiah. Just what became of him 
is not known. Although there is a tradition that he met a 
martyr's death during the reign of Hezekiah's successor, 
the wickedfsManaddah. 
Isaiah was pre-eminently religious and richly en-
dowed with those g4~;s qualities of character and mind that 
made him the greatest of all the Hebrew prophets. 'Never 
(66) 
67 
perhaps has there been another pro9het like Isaiah, who ~ 
stood with his heads in the clouds and his feet on solid 
earth, with his heart in the things of eternity and with 
mouth and hand in the things of time, with his spirit in 
the eternalcounsel of God and his body in a very definite 
1 
moment of history.' No doubt he early became aquainted 
with t h e work of Amos and and these prophets had 
some influence upon him, especially upon the eatrlier part 
of his ministry. His thoughts were similar to those of 
Amos and Hosea,"but he far surpassed them both in many-
sidedness, depth and force of thought, and in energy and 
2 
breadth of his religious view$ of things." 
B. Re ligious and Social Conditions in J udah . 
1'1hen Isaiah first bame befcilre the public Judah 
was still dazzling from the prosperous reign of Uzziah, 
although the heart of the nation was corrupt. · Like Amos 
and Hosea he first tried to "awaken spiritual susceptibil-
ities and sincerity of life; to bring about a social and 
3 
moral reform." The nation had been blinded by its rna-
terial prosperity, and Isaiah pulled the curtain aside 
and showed the true conditions that existed. Israel had 
declined more and more in morals, rel igion and evil ways, 
and Judah was rapidly following in its footsteps. Isa..1-5; 
9-~.8 ... 21 and 32.9-14 deal particularly with the social and 
1. Quoted in Camo idge Bible, Intro.?l. 
2. Kittel,A History of the Hebrews, Vo l .ll, 340. 
3. Driver, Isaiah, His Life and Times, 21 
• 
• 
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religious conditions . "Forasmuch as this people draw nigh 
unto me, and with their motth and with their lips do honor 
me , but have removed their heart far from me , and their 
fear of me is a commandment of men which hath been taught 
1 
them. " Injatice and oppression laT e common. " It is ye 
that have eaten up the vineyard; the spoilof the poor is 
in your houses: what mean ye that ye crush my people and 
2 
grind the face of the poor. " The nobility and leaders 
were corrupt. "Thy princes are rebellious, and compan-
ions of thieves; every one lvveth bribes and followeth af~­
;t'er rewards; they judge not the fatherless, neither doth 
3 
the cause of the widow come unto them. " Even the woAmen 
were denounced for their mode of living,(3.16- 23). A good 
description of the conditions are given in chapter five 
where Isaiah pronounces a series of woes against the pre-
vailing evils. Once when Isaiah denounced some of them 
for their disgraceful conduct , they taunted him with the 
monotony of his teaching . ••For it is ]ltecept upon pre-
cept, precept upon precept; line upon line; line upon line; 
4 
here a little, there a little." I saiah quickly respond-
ed with the same words , meaning that greater monotonies 
would fall upon them in the calamities that were to come. 
Idolatry was commonly practiced . "Thei~ land 
also is full of idols; they worship the work of their own 
~ 
hands, that which their fingers have made . •• They thought 
t he pleasure of J ehovah depended upon the great number of 
1. 29. 13 
4. 28.10 
2. 3.14 
5 . 2. 8 
3. 1.23 
•  
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sacrifices.rendered to Him. "What unto me is t h e multitude 
1 
of your sacrifices? saith Jehovah." Neither Isaiah nor 
Amos arid Hosea wanted to do away with sacrifives or ritual; 
they merely condemned the manner in which hhese rites were 
performed and demanded a social a religious reformat i on. 
"Wash you and make you clean: put away the evil of your doings 
from before mine eyes; cease to do evil; learn to do well; 
seek justice, relieved the oppressed, judge the fatherless, 
2 
plead for the widow." 
1 . Egyptian 
policies . 
C. Political Conditions . 
While Isaiah was concerned with the so-
cial and rel i gious conditions, it was the 
poltical conditions that produced his greatest prophetic 
work, for he "watched the course of events with the keen 
3 
eye of a statesman and pro~ound insight of a prophet." 
Judah was no longer an isolated nation, and its relations 
' 
with Egypt and Assyr i a had reached a critical stage. The 
Syro-Ephraimite crisis came early in the career of Isaiah 
and his life work closed wirh the crisis brought about by 
Sennacherib's invasion. In the meantime Egypt gegan to 
play an important role in the politics of Judah, which 
caused no little concern in the mind of Isaiah. 
The twenty-second dynasty in Egypt came to an end 
about the time of Tiglath-pileser 111 accession in Assyr i a. 
The latter part of thres dynasty and the next dynasty were 
r.-1.11 2. 1.16 
3. Cambridge Bible, Intro. 9. 
• 
?0 
so weak that Egypt had but little real influence in Pales-
tinian a f fa irs •• Shabaka had founded the twenty-fifth 
dynasty conditions in Egypt improved. The prophetic work 
of Hosea showed how Egyptian diplomacy and intrigue had in-
fluenced Israel. Likewise Egyptian influence was felt in 
Judah and was responsible for the pro-Egyptian party there. 
Judah remained quiescent to Assyr ia as long as 
Ahaz ruled. After Hezekiah came to the throne in was in-
eluded runong those states that rebelled against Assyrian 
suzerainty. After the fall of Samaria Egypt became ner-
vous a t the nearness of the Assyrian approaches; Judah only 
was between it and the Assyrian forces. Hence the Egyptian 
intrigues a nd Judah's attempts . to ally with Egyp t. Isaiah 
strenously opposed Judah trying to break away from As syria, 
and especial)y to do so by making an alliance with Egypt. 
"Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help,and rely on 
horse s and trust in chariots because they are many, and in 
horsemen because they are very strong, but they look not 
1 
unto the Holy One of Israel. " "Woe to the rebellious c 
children-----that set out to go down into Egypt, and have 
not asked at my mouth; to strengthen themselves in the 
strength of Pharaoh, and to take refuge in the shadow ci~ 
2 
Egypt." Secret attempts were made to ally with Egypt 
but they d<hd not escape Isaiah's notice(29.15-240), a.nd he 
ponnted out the utter folly of such an a lliance . Egypt 
would not be able to help them, Jehovah only could help them. 
1. 31-1 2. 30 .. 1-2 
71 
Their hope was not in material aid but in the power of Je-
hovah "Now the Egyptians are men, a.nd not God; and their 
1 
horses flesh and not spirit." 
The seige of Ashdod in Philistia,(713-711), was 
an important event in Judah's internatfunal relationships. 
Edom, Moab, Philistia and Egypt conspired against Sargon of 
Assyria while he was busy in the east. Hezekiah was per-
suaded to bring Judah into the conspiracy. Sargon sent 
an expedition against Ashdod, the center of the sedition. 
Ashdod was taken, but Hezekiah managed to withdraw from the 
league in time to escape Sargon's vengence upon Judah. As 
usual the Egyptian aid proved QR futile in this coalition_ 
In his inscriptian Sargon said, "Whese countries tha.t had 
to bring tribute and presents to Ashur, my lord, had medi-
tated and plotted evil, and had olil.e.t sent tokens of homage 
2 
to the king of Egypt 1 a pr ince who could not save them." 
AS a symbolism of the uselessness of an alliance with 
Egypt and a revolt against Assyria Isaiah "walked naked 
and barefoot for three years~ (20.1-6). Isaiah always op-
posed Judah taking any part in foreign combinations, for he 
"diseE!rned the meaning and issue of the new spirit and poli-
cy of Assyria and realized the fruitlessness of political 
3 
combinations against that power." 
1. 31. 3. 
2. C.B. Intro.l6 
3. I.C.C. (Isaiah), Intro. 87. 
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2. The two great 
crises in Isai-
ah's career. 
a. The Syro-Ephraimite war, ?35. 
Isaiah's first great activity in 
political affairs was when .Tudah was threatened by an in-
vasion from the combined forces of Israel and Damascus. 
"And it was told the house of David, saying Syria is con-
federate with Ephraim. And His heart trembled, and the 
heart of the people as the trees of the forest w4t tremble 
' 1 i ~~ 
with the wind." Ahaz and his sta:lesrnen were at last shaken 
out of their self-complacency. Ahaz sought aid from As-
syria at the price of .Tudah's independence. Henceforth the 
history of .Tudah was bound up with the Assyrian empire. 
Isairu1 propested against any alliance With Assyria ; he knew 
it meant Assyrian domination over .Tudah and met Ahaz to 
warn him against it,(?.3-l?). 
The questfun arises whether Ahaz' pro-Assyrian 
policy might not have been as wise as Isaiah's policy of 
neltral i ty. Did Ahaz do a wise thing in seeking an alliance 
rather than in joining a coalition against Assyria, which 
might have been fatal? .rust what would have been the out-
come if Ahaz had used a diff erent policy is not knovm. 
Isaiah knew that the nation woul d be corrupted by foreign 
influences in such an alliance; he realixed that Israel and 
Damascus could not long maintain its coalition against As-
syria, the Assyrian ruler would eventually overcome them. 
But the essential thing with Isaiah was the religious sig-
-nificance, and not thef.nlotical, of Ahaz' policy. Ahaz was 
1. ?.2 
• 
• 
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too self-confident, and in his extremity depended upon rna-
tera~l resources and looked to a heathen nation for aid. He 
1 
refused Isaiah's advice to "Take heed, and be quiet. " To 
Isaiah Ahaz's policy m ~ ant a lack of faith in Jehovah ; to 
trust in a nation like Assyria was disloyal to Jehovah. 
Isaiah asked Ahaz to acknowledge the hand of Jehovah in this 
crisis and to trust Him t hat he would be delivered. Ahaz 
stubbornly refused to acknowledge Jehovah. 
In his effort to bring Ahaz to an attitude of 
faith in Mehovah, Isaiah maMes his Immanuel prophecy,(?.l 4-l?) 
Several interpretations are suggested for this Immanuel 
prophecy with its Messianic significance. These inter-
pretations cannot be discussed here. Suffice to say that 
when Ahaz refused to ask for a sign from Jehovah ) Isaiah 
promised the Immanuel, which m::: ant that God would be with 
His people and thafJudah, after suffering, would eventually 
be delivered from suffering and smsaster, Whether it be in 
connection with this event or at some future time is not 
certain. 
b. ~ssyrian domiRation;Sermacherib's invasion,?Ol. 
Fol lowing the Syro-Ephraimite crisis the activities of Isaiah 
are obscure, until the death of Ahaz in about ?20. During 
this period affairs were very much astir in the north. The 
Assyrian forces continued their advances into Syr&i; Hamoth 
was taken, Damascus was captured, and later Samaria fell. 
These events left a pro~ound impression upon ~udah, Samaria 
1. ? • 4 
was no longer a"windshield" to Judah, and Judah datifully 
paid its tribute to Assyria and developed its own domestic 
?4 
affairs. Cornill says,. "The. question may fairly be raised 
whether the dependency on Assyria was not actual l y a blessing 
for its interior development) inasmuch as it guaranteed a 
positive security and permanence of conditions and relieved 
it of the necessity of cultivatipng internal politics for 
which the petty state of Judah had neither the power nor 
1 
means ." On the other hand, f:vaeign customs and religious 
practices would naturally be introduced into Judah and would 
be responsible in a large measure for the nation's decline . 
and heathenish practices. 
Afj;er the accession of Hezekiah affairs in Judah 
took a different turn. Sennacherib was busy subduing re-
volts in the east, and in the absence of the Assyrians Judah 
soon forgot the experience of Damascus and Samaria and began 
to take part in the anti-Assyrian movements. Judah had been 
favored by the Assyrians more than the surrounding states 
had until it ·t.ra.s involved in the Ashdod revolt . From that c. 
time on the Egyptian party in Jerusalem urged the ad~antages 
of an alliance with a nation seemingly as powerful as other 
nations . Popular sentiment drifted to an alliance with 
Egypt and a desire to escape the Assyrian suzerainty of As-
syria at all hazards . Tyre and Jerusalem openly revolted 
and Sennaderib led his forces westward to put down the re-
l.Cornill, Jiistor;y_ of the Hebrew People, 129. 
• 
bellions. Judah was again in a critical positfun when 
Sennacherib attacked .Terusalem. Hezekia..l-). . in alarm sent 
for Isa iah. ''When king Hezekiah heard it, he rent his 
75 
clothes and covered himself with sackcloth, and went into 
the house of Jehovah. And he sent EliakimT---unto Isaiah 
1 
the prophet.'' In answer to this Isaiah assured him that 
Jerusalem would be spared. "BeholdJ I will put a spirit 
in him, and he shall hear tidings and shall return unto 
his own land; and eHa;; I wil l cause him to fall by the 
2 
sword in his own land." Isa iah's words were fulfilled, 
for "the angel of Jehovah went forth and smote the camp 
of the Assyrians,---So Sennacherib,king of Assyria went 
3 
and returned, and dwelt in Nineveh." 
Jerusalem was thus spaeed. Nevertheless , Judah 
continued to be a vassal of Assyria and regularly paid 
tribute to it. "The signal deliverance which Jerusalem 
thus experienced can scarcely fail to have influenced 
the people to some extent for good. Announced and inter-
preted as it was by Isaiah, it may have both purified and 
strengthened for a time the national faith in Jehovah. · 
But the impressions received from one generation are not 
often transmitted to the next in their integrity; and the 
most permanent histo~cal event was a belief that Jerusalmm 
J\ 
1 
solely in virtue of its being the seat of Jehovah's temple 
4 
was impre[able." 
Isaiah apparently had changed his attitude in 
~37.1 2. 37.7 3,37.36 
2. Wade, OP.C it, 373. 
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these two crises. In the first one he opposed making 
any alliance with Assyria, in the second one he opposed 
breaking away from Assyrian suzerainty. In reality )though ) 
Isaiah maintained the same policy in both of them,- faith 
in Jehovah. "In returning and rest shall ye be saved; in 
1 
quietness . and in confidence shall be your strength." 
Hezekiah differed from Ahaz in the fact that he sent to 
Isaiah for advice, and when Isaiah encouraged him he re-
sis ted Sennacherib' s attack) in faith and confidence. "Sen-
nacherib's failure justified in every particular the ~ore-
sight and statesmanship of Isaiah; an echo of the prophe t 's 
words would resound when empty boasts of defeated kings 
2 
were known only to quiet students." 
D. Isaiah's Message 
1. Faith: A Divine 
purpose in the 
government of 
t h e world . 
Isaiah was the prophet of faith. 
To him the ruling principle in all 
political actions wa~ "Take heed 
and be quiet:' "Thou wilt keep him in perfect veace whose 
(mind is stayed on thee Trust in Jehovah for ever; for i n ~ l - • 3 
' .Tehovah, even Jehovah, is an everlasting rock." His 
faith in Jehovah never faltered in these trying times. 
Isaiah was the first prophet to teach a Divine 
purpose in the government of the world. He believed God 
and not man determines history, and to watch for and do 
1. 30.15 
2. Rogers, O,.Cit. 204. 
3 • ? • 4 ; 26 • 3 . 
7? 
the will of God was ·the only way to secure the safety of 
t h e state. "For Jehovah of hosts hath purposed, and who 
shall annul it? and his mind is s~retched out, and who 
1 
shall turn it back?" All political changes were the op-
eration of God's hands. God was "controlling the whole 
world and working out in history of mankind a consistent 
2 
plan that would establish and secure righteousness.,._., In 
this light Isaiah looked upon Assyria as having a role in 
the Divine plan of the world. Assyria was the instrument 
God would use to punish Israel. ''Ho Assyrian, the rod of 
mine anger, the staff in whose hand is mmne indignation! I 
3 
will send him against a profane nation." Assyria, in 
turn, would be punished for its arrogant and self-confident 
attitude toward God. "Wherefore it shall come to pass,that 
when the Lord hath perpormed his whole work upon mount Zion 
and on Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout 
h eart of the king of Assyria.-----For he hath said, By 1RY the 
4 
strength of my hand have I done it, and by my wisdom. 
" 
This gave Isaiah an increased sense of the great-
ness and majesty of Jehovah. Jehovah was a distinct and 
living personality. Throughout his prophecy he stresses 
the holiness of Jehovru1. "Holy, holy, holy, is Jehovah of 
5 
hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory." The only 
power superior to Assyria or to any other nation was the 
power of God. Jehovah was supreme and God of the who l e 
world; "the earth is full of his glory.'' 
~14.2? 
2. I.c.c. Intra. 89. 
3. 10.5-6 
5. 6.3 
~- 10.12-13 
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2. His international 
outlook. 
Isaiah had a deep insight into 
the political conditions of his 
own country and of the surrounding nations. Because he 
I 
was cog~~ant of the real conditions of Egypt and Assyria 
and recognized the part that they played in the Divine pur-
pose of the worl d ,h istory, he knew how to accurately face 
the political situations in Jerusalem , even though it 
meant criticism and oppositinn from his fellowmen. 
That Isaiah had a broad and international out-
look is also revealed in his oracles against other nations, 
(13-23). The oracle against Babylon is no doubt a later 
insertion, and possibly all the other oracles do not be-
Dama.scl).s long to Isaiah. Ethiopia and Egypt, Moab,jPhllistia and 
Tyre were included in these oracle~. Isaiah also pro-
nounced judgments upon Israel before it fell, (8.1-4; 28.1-4). 
A remarkable thing in these prophecies of Isaiah , i s that, 
although ther~ere hostilities between Egypt, Judah and As-
syria, he prophesied a day when "Israel shall be the third 
with Egypt and with Assyria, a blessing in the midst of the 
earth; for that Jehovah of hosts hath blessed them, saying, 
Blessed be Egypt, my people , and Assyria the work of my 
1 
hands, and Israel mine inheritance." However, it i s 
a common opinion among many scholars that this passage be-
longs to a later date than the time of Isaiah's ministry. 
r:-19.ii 24. 
3. Judgment; the 
Day of Jehovah ~ 
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The day of .Tehovah was still looked 
for as the day when Israel , or the 
chosen nation of God, would be spared the judgment pronounced 
upon the surrounding nations. Early in his ministry Isaiah 
gave a very vivki description of the day of the Lord as a 
day of universal judgment when al l " that is lifted up shall 
1 
be brought low." Like tho se of his predecessors, Isaiah's 
message was largely one of doom. "Therefore is the anger of 
Jehovah kind.Jl:ed against his people, and be hath stretched 
forth his hand against them." Forasmuch as these people 
have refused the waters of Shiloh that go softly ,----the 
Lord bringeth up . upon them the waters of the Rive r , stroTig 
..., 
If:.. 
and many , even the king of Assyria." However, al ong 
with his discouraging message he preached the return of 
the remnant. Judah and Jerusa,lem might be destroyed, but 
"a remnant shall return / even, the remnant of Jacob, unto 
'l. 
..., 
t he mighty God." This remant will be i n Zion , the cen-
ter of the future kingdom. nzion shal1 be redeemed with 
justice , and her converts with righteousness. For the 
people shall dwell in Zion a t Jerusalem; thou shalt weep no 
more; he shall surely be gracious un~o thee at the vo~&e of 
4 
thy cry." I n the new Zion the ideal Jerusalem will be es-
tab l ished,(2.2- 4 ), and it will be inviolable ,( 4.2-6}. 
1 .. 
7 
<-io 
2.12f. 
10.20 
2. 8 . 6 ; 5. 25 
4 . 1 . 2?; 30 . 19 
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Closely connected with the ideal kingdom 
is the Mess iani c hope,- the hope for a n 
To Isaiah belong the great Messianic promises, 
(7.14-17; 8.2-7; 11.1-9; 32.15l. The question arises aon-
cerning the origin of the Messianic idea. Marti claims it 
is post-exilic, therefore these passages do not belong to 
Isaiah . Gre Ds sman says they presuppose certain myths in 
Israel, probably taken from Egypt. Others claim tl'le idea 
grew naturally from the Hebrew thought and experience. The 
Messianic idea did not originate with; he brought it to tl'le 
forefront . In these dark days grew the hope in the mind 
of Isaiah of an ideal ruler, who would come in the near 
future and deliver the people from the hands of their ene-
mies abd establish the kingdom of Jehovah. The discourag-
ing political, social and religious conditions demanded 
such a hope. It was the expectat i.on that the Messiah 
would soon come that saved the people in their darkest 
hours. Isaiah may have had a two-fold purpose in his 
Messianic message. (1) It was practically the only way he 
could stimulate the faith and hope o~ the people, and (2) 
he could glorify or magnify the glory of Jehovru1 by this 
hope . 
E. The Result of Isaiah's Work . 
Isaiah was a statesman, a preacher, prophet and 
poet. He was especially concerned with the political 
events of his age and their relation to Jehovah. Isaiah 
• 
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failed in winning Ahaz to put his trust in God rather than 
in a foreign nation •• But his prophecy of the outcome of 
Ahaz' pro-Assyrian policy was fulfilled in Judah remaining 
a vassal to Assyria, in the Assyrian invasion into Syria 
and Israel and finally into Judah itself. His advice to 
Hezekiah not to rebel against Assyria was not heeded, but 
his last promise to Hezekiah was fulfilled in the deliver-
a nc e of Jerusalem from the Assyrian1. Isaiah could not 
help but make a profpund impression upon the people, and 
his influence and activity no doubt did much to save Jerusa-
lem at that time. However Judah was not permanently saved; 
the fall of Jerusalem was only postponed until a later date. 
Evi l kings succeeded Hezekiah and the nation, s~.t except j_ ng 
Josiah's re form, continued to decline until the fall of 
Jerusalem in 586. 
• 
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A. Micah and Isairu1 
No allusion was made to the family of Micah. His 
home was at Moresheth,(l.l), which was in the hills of .Judah 
just on the Philistine border . Evidently Micah came from 
humble origin; a country man of "plain living and high 
thinking, " who had a passion for the rights of the peas-
antry. DudUr describes Mica}1.thus, 'Brave too the prophet 
was 1 and that in moments of ganger . When he protec ted the 
fugitives
1
the thieving Gitt ite s turned on him with gnash-
' ing wolves teeth. Such blows as he brings down in chapter 
three on princes) prophets and traders must have been re-
sented.-----They must have seig ed him to destroy him in 
their rage. 'l'he story of his fearlessness, his danger and 
deliverance lived on for a hundred years, a beacon-light to 
check the vicious and to cheer the brave: - -this bravery 
1 
sprang from spiritual insight and vision of the I nvisible . 1 
Micah was a con temporary of Isaiah, although he 
began his work after Isaiah did and completed it before 
Isaiah had ended his. Micah was interested in both Samaria 
and Jerusalem. His ministry probably began when the fall of 
1. Quoted in N.C.B. Minor Prophets, Vol . l , 225 . 
(83) 
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Q~ Samaria was imminent, about ?25, and was finished about 
715. 
Isaiah was accustomed to the society and manners 
of the capitol; Micah belonged to the country, "a man of the 
people." One was city bred, the other country bred, which 
put a ~ifferent touch upon their message. Bo th men were 
deeply religious, but Micah's sympathy was with t.he peas-
antry. Isaiah's chief concern was the political situations; 
Micah cared little for politics, his interest was religious 
and ethical. He was more of an ethical teacher than Isaiah, 
but he put more feeling in his message than did the first 
great prophet of righteousness. Micah only reiterated 
what the other prophets had preached. However, he was 
:thoroughly abreast with the times,and no prophet uttered 
more fierce and indignant and personal protests against the 
sins of his time and country. "The motive of his whole 
ministry is the timiqui ty of Israel, which brought the As-
syrians to Samaria,and the social corruption in .Jerusalem 
1 
which was bringing the same dreaded enemy to punish" .Judah. 
1. Punis:b...ment; 
doom. 
B. The Message of Micru1 
Like his predecessors, Micah denounced 
the sins of the people of Israel and of 
.Judah. "Woe to them that devise iniquity and work evil in 
upon their beds!"~ The Godly man is perished out of the 
--. 
1. N. C. B. Op • Cit. 221 . 
2. 2.1. 
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earth, a.nd their is none upr:ilght among men : they all lie 
in wait for blood; Lhey hunt every man his brother with a 
1 
net." Most bitterly he attafed the nobility, prophets 
and priest,(3.1-12). "The hea ds thereof judge for reward, 
and the priests t hereof teach for hire, and the prophets 
thereof divine for money: .u;J.€~- yet they lean upon .Tehovah 
and say, Is not .Tehovah in the midst of us? no evil shall 
2 
come upon us . " He also did not fail to condemn idolatry. 
"And I will cut off witchcrafts out of thy hand; and thou 
shalt have no more soothsayers: and I will cut off th~B 
graven images and thy pillars out of the midst of thee; and 
3 
thou shalt no more worship the work of thy hands. " Over 
against the outward form of wdShip and the offering of many 
sacrifices, which were of no moral worth, Micah def]ned 
what true religion is, i.n one of the greatest passages of 
the Old Testament. "And what doth .Tehovah require of thee, 
but to do justly, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly 
4 
with thy God? " Samaria was to be punished for its sins, 
(1 . 4.- 5); neither could J'erusalem escape punishment. Micah 
was the first prophet to threaten J'erusalem with tonal de-
struction. " therefore shall Zion for your sakes be plowed 
5 
as a field, and J erusalem shall become heaps ." Micah was 
convinced that .Tudah would be overthrown,\l. ffi%-16). This 
passage is rather obscure , but it seems to suggest the ap-
p_roach of the Assyrians which is definitely stated in Isa.lO. 
1. ?.2 
4 . 6.8 
2. 3.11 
5~ 3.12 
3. 5.12-14. 
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Only once did Micah mention the Assyrians, and that was in 
connection with his Messianic prophecy,(5.2-6). 
2. Hope of 
restoration . 
Like Isaiah, Micah in the midst o~ his 
denjunciations expressed ~R~-hope in the 
salvation of the remnant. "I wil surely assemble, O Jacob, 
1 
all of thee; I will surely gather the remnant of Israel." 
t.l-3 is almost identical with Isaiah's picture of the fu-
ture ideal Jerusalem, (Isa.2.2-4). Micah also expressed the 
hope of the coming of the Messiah who would save Jehovah's 
people.. "Out of thee(Bethlehem} shall one come forth unto 
we that is to be rul er in Israel.---And he shall stand, and 
shall feed his flock in the strength of Jehovah, in the 
2 
majesty of the name of Jehovah his God.'' 
Micah, the last of the eighth century prophets, 
reminds one of Hosea when at the close of his prophecy he 
said Jehovah had compassion and "Delighteth in lovingkind-
ness ." The immediate effect of his teaching is unknown. 
Nevertheless his work has marked him as one of the great 
Hebrew prophets of the eighth century. , Moreover, "His rec-
ognition that social oppression is a cardinal sin giv~Jhim 
3 
a burning message to our own day." 
1. 2.12 
2. 5. 2f 
3. N.C.Bible, Op.Cit. 233~ 
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The Egyptians, Babylonians and Assyrians produced j ·:-
the greatest civilizations of the ancient world. Between 
these great empires of the east and west grew up the small 
kingdom of Israel. A study of these ancient civilizatioBs 
throws light upon the Hebrew civilization. Israel, in its 
contact wi th these surrounding nations, was influenced by 
their manners, customs, ideas and religious practices. Is-
rael did not take a very active part in world affairs until 
the rise of the Assyrian empire in the eighth century. After 
that it had an important part in the political dev~lopments 
of the world . Therefore it is necessary to know the his-
tory of the nations that surrounded Israel, especially the 
history of this period in order to understand the political 
situations Israel was facing and the cause of the great pro~ 
phetic movement of the eight h century. 
Israel had become careless, thinking only of its 
immediate pleasure; it was unconsciously walking to a 
"yawning abyss~'- Assyria. Subjection to Assyria or any 
great nation was to be dreaded, because it brought a.r.. in-
flux of social and moral evils and a mixture of re~gious 
beliefs and gods. The Hebrew prophets saw the dangers 
of these~ outside influences; they looked the facts in the 
(88) 
• 
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face and penetrated the very core of Israel's national 
life. "Prophecy may not have been of Israelitish origin, 
but the prophets soon attained the truest feeling of what 
1 
Israel in its inmost being was and could be." 
The prophets were the spokesmen of God. They 
were men with upright character and deep religious natures 
v1ho were divinely called to reveal to Israel ~lie.~ those 
things that were purest and grandest in it. They saw in-
to the innermost recesses of the soul of the people, and 
knew that such a nation as Israel must not come to an end. 
The popular idea was to accep t help from Egypt or Assyria. 
To do so meant to enjoy the favor of the Assyrian gods; 
to pay tribute to Assyria meant paying homage to the As-
syrian gods; to become a part of the Assyrian empire meant 
the defeat and dethronement of the Go d of Israel . The 
prophets must warn against these things and eliminate the 
heathen elements that had crept into Hebrew life and wor-
ship. They must teach the people that Jehovah was the 
God of the world and not of Israel alone. Jehovah was the 
author and vindicator of the moral law, and the moral law 
of the world demanded Israel's ruin. Yet Isr&~l must not 
lose confidence in Jehovah. "In quietness and confidence 
shall be your strength." 
To the prophets the conditions of Israel and its 
neighboring states ware of greater religious significance 
than of political impottance. Fidelity to Jehovah was the 
Ki ttel , Op.Cit. 315 
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supreme thing, even though the nation should fall by the 
hands of the Assyrians. Jehovah was more than a righteous 
God, He was a. God of love who desired sincere repentance, 
and whose redeeming love would redeem Israel by establish-
ing a new and holy nation . Wade sums up the relation of 
the prophets to the history of the eighth century thus,"The 
extent and power of the Assyrian empire affectAd their esti-
mate of the place and importance of their own nation among 
the peoples of the earth, and gave a decisive impulse to 
more comprehensive views of Jehovah and His relat~on to the 
world at large • . , Its far-reaching ambition familiarized 
them with the thought of a universal and world-wide sov-
ereignty; and its actual aggrandisement at the expense of 
so many neighboring countries---- had to be embraced with-
in a profounder doctrine concerning Israel's own God ; and 
it was by means of a fresh presentation of Israel's tra-
diti0nal faith that the :prophets confronted the situation, 
----a growing convicti0n that Jehovah's interest was not 
1 
completely confined to Israel." 
Finally, "the principal evils which the prophets 
sought to counteract were such as,in every age, have threat-
ened the stability and welfare of .t.Re all states that have 
been founded in justice, temperance and prosperity; they 
were the familiar and fashionable vices of greed, dishon-
esty, sensuality, along with the less vulgar sins of fri-
volity and impiety. It was the external occasions pro-
1. Wade, Op.Ci t . 422 
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vocative of such iniquity that justified the interference 
of the prophets in public affairs:- corruption in the high 
places, oppr ession of the poor, rel~xing of the social bond 
t hrough class distinctions and jealousies, an increasing 
tendency to centralization and despotism in the government, 
and darkening all, the black shadow of strange worship with 
1 
its seductions and abominations." Althought the truths 
proclaimed by the prophets belonged to their own age, they 
are capable of a wider range of application. Although the 
teachings of the prophets came out of contemporary history 
and were given to the people of that time, they cont~in 
fundamental principles applicable to all ages. "The un-
changing character of sins and t he equally unchangabte 
character of God" make the Hebrew prophets .of the eighth 
century modern as well as ancient. 
1. McCurdyTHistory, Prophecy and the Monuments, Vol. 1, 339 • 
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COMPREHENSIVE SUJlMARY 
CHAPTER 1 
Ancient Egypt was made up of independent feudal 
snates until united under one crown. Feudal nobility con-
stantly kept Egypt more or less stirred up with petty wars 
a nd confusion. The most important periods of Egyptian 
history were the Old Kin@dom, the Middle Kingdom and the 
Egyptian Empire. When the Hyksos invaded Egypt, the na-
tion was no longer isolated. After the Hyksos were van-
quished by the Egyptians, the Egyptian rulers extended the 
dominions and ma.de Egypt the leading empire of the world. 
By the tenth century decline had set in and continued until 
the latter part of the eighth century. 
After the Egyptian kingdoms were united civili-
zation advanced rapidly. The Middle Kingdom ended with a 
period of social degeneration, especially among the nobility. 
Egyptian seers or prophets warned them against the e"t:tl so-
cial conditions. Again after a period of prosperity, de-
cline marked the close of the Empire period. All sorts of 
confusion, crime and violence prevailed in Egypt, while 
Israel was building up its nation. 
The Egyptians were idmlators; they had many gods 
and an elaborate and complex system of worship. The priest-
hood held a strong political power and did not have an ele-
(93) 
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vating influence over the common people. 
In the eighth century were the twenty-third, 
twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth dynasties. In the twenty-
second dynasty the Libyans invaded Egypt and ruled until 
conquered the Egyptian rulers •• Extreme turmoil and strife 
characterized the Libyan period. Shabaka, the Ehiopian 
king founded the twenty - fifth dynasty. He united Egypt and 
regained some of its former prestige. The Assyrians were 
invading Syria and Israel. Egypt in~rfered by stirring up 
discontent and revolts against Assyria among the Suri•n and 
Palestinian states. Egypt was too weak internally to give 
the aid it promised to these molested states$ Finally, the 
Egyptians began to fear f o r their own safety and sent an 
army to help Hezekiah defend Jerusalem, wk4ek- This army 
was defeated by Sennacherib before it reached Jerusalem. 
Weakened by internal conditions,any alliance with Egypt 
was futile in preventing Assyrian domination. In fact 
their intervention did more harm than good to the Pales-
tinian states. 
CHAPTER 11 
The Babylonia n populat:b n was a mixed race of 
Semites and Sumarians, and the Semites gradually absorbed 
the latter r a ce. Babylonia and Palestine early came in 
contact with each other. The great ancient Babylonian 
empire was established in about 2100 B.C. under the rule 
of Hammurabi. For several centuries following this period 
• 
• 
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Babylonia was of little political importance . 
Babylonia was the center of ancient culture . The 
Babylonians were a quietT peace-loving people interested 
in agriculture and litera ture . They were intensely reli-
gious , and were idolators and very superstitious. Like the 
Egyptian religion , their religion was very complex; they 
had an elaborate priesthood and system of worship . Never-
theless , considering the low type of their religion , the 
Babylonians had rather high ethics . Babylonian life and 
religion had a greater influence upon Hebrew religinn than 
any other ancient religion. 
I n the eighth century the Babylonia n interests 
centered upon their conflicts with Chaldea and Assyria . 
Tiglath-pil eser invaded Babylonia in 728 and made it a sub-
ject state . A few years later Merodach- baladan induced 
Babylonia to revolt and seized the Babylonian thr~ne . 
Henceforth there was continued warfare between Babylonia 
and the Assyrian empire , which ultimately ended in the de-
struction of Babylon by Sennacherib. 
CHAPTER 111 
Assyria was or igina lly a part of the Babylonian 
nation . It e a rly gained its independence and increased in 
population and wealth. The Assyrians had a war-like dis-
position and were known for their great military expeditions. 
The first Assyrian empire was established in the eleventh 
century. A period of decline followed , then one of pros-
• 
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perity again followed by decline until Tiglath-pi l eeer 111 
founded the new dynasty in 745. 
The social lifE, of the Assyr ians is rathe r ob-
scure. They cared little for literary culture; they enjoyed 
goodliving and engaged in building magnificent palaces when 
not avmy on ihili ta.ry expeditions. Their rel igion was 
practically the same as the Babylonian religion. 
Tiglath-pil eser, after extended conquests,jmade 
Assyria a world power . For the rest of the century the 
world 's history ce n~ered in Assyrian conques ts and poli-
cies . All the nations became mo re or less involved with 
Assyria. Eve n the small Pal estia:fuan states came in contact 
with Assyria and figured in world affairs. The Assyrian 
supremacy was co ntinued under kings , Shalmaneser l V, Sargon, 
and Sennacherib. Tiglath-pile/ser instituted t he methods 
of provincial government and the deportation of captives 
t o hold the empire together. His successors we re kept 
busy with foreign conquest and pitting down revolts in their 
provinces and vassal states. This was especially true of 
the Syrian a nd Palestinian states. These states formed 
leagues against the empire at different times, for v1hich 
Egyptian influences were partly responsible. The most 
Hie~ important events of this period were the Syro-Ephraim-
kite war,(?:55), the fall of Damascus ,(?32 ), the fall of 
Samaria,(?21), the rebellions of Merodach-baladan and the 
invasion of Sennacherib into J udah,(?Ol). This last was 
the culmination of the confl i cts between Assyria and Israel. 
• 
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Syria. was a buffer state between Assyria and Is-
ra,el. For many years there were wars between it and Israel. 
But when the Assyrians continued to invade Syr ia and began 
to thre~ten Israel , these two hostile nations allied against 
the eastern empire. Syria struggled Against the Assyrian 
aggressions until the fiall of Damascus, when it became a 
subject of Assyria. 
C~'fE:R lV 
Palestine was inhabited long before Hev~-rew his-
tory began . Around 2100 B. C. when Harrunurabi ruled in Baby-
lonia, Abraham migrated from Ur to Canaan. La,ter the He-
brews went down into Egypt , where after a time oppression 
became so greatYili~de their exodus and after fo ryy~ears 
wandering in the wilderness entered into Canaan. The first 
period after the conquest of and settlement in Canaan was 
that of the Judges. . The monarchal period followed this, 
and reached its height under the reigns of David and Solo-
mon. After the death of Sol oman the kingdom was divid~d 
into the northern kingdom, · Israel, and the southern king-
dom, Judah . 
The Hebrews developed from a nomadic race to a 
complex civilization • As the cities grew and civilization 
progressed there geveloped class distinctions, which re-
sulted in evil tendencies and wrong social conditions. 
Israel always maintained a unique relation with .Tehovah, 
which was largely responsible for the ethical element in 
• 
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their religion that was not found in other religions. The 
Hebrews did not deny the existence of other gods, but they 
looked upon Jehovah as the na~ional a nd supreme God • 
Israel and Judah both prospered materially under 
respective kings Jeroboam 11 and Uzzmah in the eighth cen-
tury. As is often the case, out of their prosperity came 
a gradual decline in social, moral and religious conditions. 
The rich lived in extreme luxury; injustice, bribery, drnN.k-
enness and frivolity thrived. Aft er Jeroboam's death con-
ditions in Israel became still worse, anarchy and civil 
wars were common. tribute was paid to Assyria until tbe 
fall of Samaria in ?21 • 
. <Tudah did not have quite such a tempestuous time 
vvi th its kings and ~ civil ·wars. Ahaz was king during 
the Syro-Ephraimite crisis, and because of his pro-Assyrian 
policy Judah hereafter had to pay tribute to Assyria. His 
successor Hezekiah ~oined the other states in revolts 
against Assyr ia which ended in the crisis ·with Sennacher ib 
in ?01. 
Socially a nd f)e;i,4.t4Qa,;J,;!,:,r religiously, J udah fol-
lowed in the footsteps of Israel in a general decline. The 
decline of both of these states was due in a large measure 
to (1)the encroachments of foreign enemies,(2)the character 
of their rulers,(3)the lack of a proper system judicial pro-
ceed ings and (4) their dependence upon moral principles 
rather than upon political resources. All these things 
nroduced crises in the historv of Israel and Judah that 
.;; .. 
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such men as the prophets to denounce, warn and encourage 
them • 
CHAPTER V 
Amos, a native of Judah, had been keeping watch 
over his flocks and caring for sycamore trees when he was 
called by Jehovah to go and prophesy in Israel. Jeroboam 
was t he ~ing o~ Israel, and outwardly Israel was in a 
flourishing condition. But at the core Israel was a self-
righteous nation, corrupt and unjust and drifting from God. 
A man as observing as knos could not fail to see the exist-
ing conditions and to meditate upon them and what the out-
come would be if these conditions continued. He fearlessly 
went to Israel and denounced the sins of the people, and 
warned the~ people of coming disaster • His words became 
more and more tense, more stern and more personal until he 
was finally urged to ~eturn home to do his preaching. This 
however, Amos did not do until he had finished his message. 
Amos was the prophet of righteousness. Religion 
and the moral law were the same to him. He was a practical 
monotheist, for he believed Jehovah was absolutely superior 
and a just and righteous God ruling the universe with im-
partiality. Jehovah as an ethical and righteous God re-
quired righteousness from His people. They failed Him, 
therefore they must be punished. Calamity was inevitable. 
The people popularly believed the day of the Lord would be 
a day of vindication for Israel and longed for its coming. 
• 
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Amos preached that the day of the Lord meant doom for Is-
rael also, because God would i udge the world 1 and Israel 
could not escape punishment for its sins • 
Amos was not ignorant of world affairs . He had 
an international outlook a nd included other natfuns in his 
pronouncements of doom. He did not mention As syria, but he 
probably had it in mind when he spoke of the nation from 
the north. The people gave little heed to the messgge of 
this spokesman of God and continued to live in their self-
satisfied way. 
CHAPTER Vl 
Little is known of t he personal life of Hosea, 
with the exception of his unfortunate marriage . He was a 
native of Israel and preached to his own people . His great 
sorrow caused by the unfaithfulness of his wife made him 
feel very keenly a nd sympathetiually the estranged rela-
tion between Jehovah and His people . His whole message 
was permeated with his deep emotions and personal experience . 
The political } social and religious conditions in Is-
rael had gone from bad to worse . Confusion, analky and cor-
ruptin reigned, crime abounded and idolatry and a heathenish 
worship of Jehovah was pr actiued. Two political parties 
were active. One sought an alliance wi th Egypt , the other 
with Assyria. The nat:io n seemed to be undecided as to which 
power it should ally with1 and was blind to the uselessness 
of putting its trust in foreign nations. 
• 
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Hosea opposed any alliance with Egypt or Assyria. 
He wanted Israel to keep out of fo1=ign entanglements for 
both politidal and religious reasons. He had foresight 
enough to Qee know that Israel would lo se its independence 
by making foreign alliances, and it also meant disloyal.ty 
to God. He, like Amos, denounced the sinful conditi<D.lns, 
p reached coming disaster and punishment. While his message 
in many ways was as severe as Amos' message was, it contained 
a personal and emotional element that made it less harsh. 
Amos was the prophet of righteousness; Hose, was the prophet 
of love. His great contribution in Regrew prophecy was the 
redeeming love of mehovah. He continued the work that 
Amos had started. 
CHAPTER inl 
Isaiah was a native of Judah and possibly spent 
all his life at Jerusalem. He was familiar with court life 
so probably belonged to a family of high social position. 
When a young man he received his prophetic call, at the 
close of the prosperous reign of Uz ziah. 
His message had three dist i nctive features. ( l )He 
condemned the social and religious conditions, which were 
much like those og the northern kingdom. (2)Isaiah was a 
statesman vitally concerned with the political conditn ns . 
During his ministry Egypt had interfered with the Palestin-
ian states for the purpose of arousing rebellions against 
Assyria. Isaiah opposed any entangling foreign alliances, 
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and pointed out the uselessness of allying with ~gypt or 
of depending upon its help. (3)Isaiah faced two of the 
glreates t political events in the histo ry of Israel. The 
first was the Syro-Ephra.imite crisis, when he opposed the 
pro--Assyrian policy of Ahaz. The other one was the invasion 
of Sennacherib. At this time k~ and pr ior to this he op-
posed Hezekiah 's attempts to break away from Assyria. But 
a t the end he promised Hezekiah that Jerusalem would be 
saved from Sennacherib's army. 
The keynote of Isaiah's message was faith in Je-
hovah. "Take aRQ. heed and be quiet" was his motto . Through 
both of the political crises he preached faith in Jehovah, 
the Holy One of Israel. In this doctrine he taught a di-
yine purpose in the goverfl..ment of the world . 
people should put their trust in J ehovah. 
Therefore the 
Not only did he have a keen insight into the jl o-
litical affairs of his own land , his cosmopolitari mind knew 
that Jehovah was a uniyersal God governing the whole wolrd. 
The day of Jehovah and universal judgment had an important 
place in his preaching. However, there is ~greater element 
of hope in his message . To him belong the doctttne of the 
salvation of the remnant , and the great Messianic promises. 
Isaiah was the greatest of all the prophets. He 
was a man of sterling character and with a deep relgious 
nature; he was a manysia ed man in his ability to successfully 
be a state sman, preacher, prophet and poet . 
--
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1-Ucah was a contemporary of Isaiah , al t h oueh is 
ministry covered a shorter period of time . The two men 
were entirely different in exper ience , temperament and t ype 
of preaching . Im. iah was aC81lstomed to city l ife ::1nd was 
fa,miliar with the aristocracy (if Israel. 1~i cah was from 
the country , 'a man of the peopl e'~ whose sympathy Vias with 
t h e peasantry . Isa i ah's message cc:>...me out of Isr8.el's g:::-eat 
l)olitical , rises ; ;~ icah ' s message ·.vas t he result of the 
so cial conditi ~)ns , espec i <"~<"!.ly tl e injustice to 7ard t h e peas-
an try . Micah fee rles sly and ind ignantly protested aga i nst 
~.e sins of h iE time . 
1!Ticah only rei t era t e wha t ha· already been said 
b y tf:e other pro phet s . The dominant note in h.~~ prophe cy 
was t he sarne as found in the pre v i ous proph,cies , - doom 
2.nd puni shmont . He pronounced judg P.nt upon both Israel 
rt::d ,Tud h . 1 e esT,>e c·i al ly a ttacke l t :·te sins of tL.e n ob:Lli t y 
f: nd t .l1e relgious lea ders ; he condemned i dolatry a·-ld the 
p pula.r conceptio.1 o f worship to .Tf>.hovah . Micah a lso spoke 
of the remnant t!1.a.t would be saved and exp.~essed <>. hope in 
the coming of thP. ~ess.i an i c rul er . :No doubt 1Ucan ' s defi-
niti on of true re l~gion h a s b ee n h i s greatest contrib11ti 0n 
to t he wor l d . 
-· 
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